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For the past 34 years, we have inspired students from all 
ages and nationalities to live their dreams by discovering 
a new language and culture. Our goal is to open your 
pathway to a global future where knowing Spanish will 
provide you with endless professional opportunities and 
unique personal experiences. 

We know that each of our students has unique 
aspirations and motivations for studying Spanish. 
Therefore, we offer a wide variety of programs and 
activities. Our qualified study advisors will assist you 
from the beginning to meet your specific needs.

You will be part of our student-centered Enforex community 
from the start. Every year over 40,000 students with more 
than 80 nationalities study Spanish with us in one of our 
40 campuses in Spain and Latin America. This is the ideal 
environment to forge friendships that will last a lifetime.  

Join us and see for yourself why Enforex is a
unique place and experience! 

Carlos Anadón  |  CEO

Guatemala
Antigua

Costa Rica
San Jose

Ecuador
Quito

Mexico
Playa del Carmen

Peru
Cusco

Chile 
Santiago de Chile

Argentina
Buenos Aires

Uruguay
Montevideo

Internationally recognized as the leader in teaching 
Spanish as a foreign language

ENFOREX THROUGH THE YEARS

1995
Enforex opens its first 

Spanish Language Campus 

in Madrid

1992
Enforex opens its first 

Language Academy in Madrid

1998
 . Headquarters are established in Madrid

 . Enforex opens its first Spanish Language 

Campus in Barcelona

1997
Creation of the first Enforex 

website

1996
The first International Summer 

Camp opens its doors in Marbella

2002
Prisma, Enforex own innovative 

Spanish Learning Methodology is 

created

2001
Enforex forges alliances with language 

schools in Latin America

1999
The first Enforex student 

residence opens its doors 

2006
Ideal Education Group is 

created by Enforex

2005
Enforex acquires 

don Quijote Schools Group

2004
Enforex acquires two 

Spanish Language Campuses 

in Alicante and Valencia

1989
Enforex is founded in Spain as 

a study abroad organization
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Since 1989

Salamanca

Madrid

Seville

Tenerife

Barcelona

Valencia

Alicante

Granada

Malaga

Marbella

Cadiz

Dominican Republic
Santo Domingo

Colombia
Cartagena de Indias

8 
Summer
Camps

1 
Online 

Campus

13 
Countries in 
2 Continents

40 
In-country 
Campuses

ENFOREX IN THE WORLD

2023
Enforex currently has 40 in-country 

campuses in 13 countries and 2 

continents, 8 international summer 

camps, 1 Online Campus and extensive 

student residences to ensure students the 

opportunity to live an authentic Spanish 

immersion experience!

2022
New Enforex campus in Alicante, 

located in a fully renovated 

building of the 20th century.

2015
The Online Learning Division 

is created

2013
Our first Spanish Language 

Campuses open in Costa 

Rica and Ecuador

2010
Enforex creates a 

consortium of 30+ Spanish 

Universities named eduSpain

2009
Enforex opens commercial 

offices in China 

2008
Enforex launches a study 

abroad agency in the USA

2021
Enforex Madrid campus is 

being totally refurbished 

with a stunning design

2020
We start our Spanish 

Online Campus

2016
New Enforex campus in Malaga located 

in a fully-renovated,  spectacular 

Andalusian palace from the 19th century 

2011
Enforex acquires three 

Spanish Language Campuses 

in Mexico
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Welcome to Enforex
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Since 1989

DISCOVER SPANISH IN OUR DESTINATIONS  |  ALL YEAR ROUNDABOUT ENFOREX

Top 10 reasons to study Spanish 
with Enforex 6

Our Mission  /  Vision 8

Why is learning Spanish important ? 10

THE ENFOREX EXPERIENCE

Personalized learning 12

Reach your goals 15

Certify and Advance 17

Customize your Spanish Course 18

SPANISH COURSES

Intensive Spanish Courses 19

Personalize your course 20

Official Exam Preparation Courses 21

Long-term Academic Programs 22

Spanish Teachers’ Training Lab 22

Customized Group Programs 23

Leisure Programs 23

Study in your age group 24

Online Spanish Courses 26

ACCOMMODATION

Homestay 28

Student Residence 28

Shared Student Apartment 29

Private Apartment 29

DIVE INTO A NEW CULTURE

Activities and Excursions 30

SPAIN

Alicante 32

Barcelona 34 

Cadiz 36

Granada 38

Madrid 40

Malaga 42

Marbella 44

Salamanca 46

Seville 48

Tenerife 50

Valencia 52

CULTURAL IMMERSION INTERNATIONAL SUMMER CAMPS IN SPAIN

KIDS AND TEENS

Barcelona Beach 64

Barcelona Centro 65

Madrid 66

Malaga 67

Marbella Centro 68

Marbella Las Chapas 69

Marbella Elviria 70

Salamanca 71

Valencia 72

LATIN AMERICA

Argentina 74

Chile 76

Colombia 78

Costa Rica 80

Dominican Republic 82

Ecuador 84

Guatemala 86

Mexico 88

Peru 90

Uruguay 92

EMBARK ON
YOUR LANGUAGE JOURNEY
Spain and Latin America or Online

The trip of a lifetime... 94

Stay tuned 96

Conditions 97

LIVE, LEARN AND EXPLORE
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TOP  10  REASONS
TO  STUDY  SPANISH
WITH  ENFOREX 

Programs for all ages
Specialized Programs for all ages: kids  and teens, university students, adults, seniors, executives and 

professionals. Divided into different programs, campuses and destinations.

11   Spanish Language Campuses in Spain

21    Destinations in Latin America

8         International Summer Camps 

40,000 + students from over
80 nationalities per year

            1%   AUSTRALIA            

             1%   CANADA            

             1%   SOUTH ASIA           

  2%   KOREA                

 3%   MIDDLE EAST  

 3%    SWITZERLAND  

 3%    UK             

 3%    SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES     

 3%    THE NETHERLANDS

 3%    JAPAN

 3%    FRANCE

4%    ITALY

4%    CHINA

                     5%   AFRICA

 6%   EASTERN EUROPE

7%    BRAZIL

          7%    GERMANY

                                            8%   USA 

                                                                             33%    OTHER COUNTRIES
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Watch what our students say...
Find out all about how our students live their experience with us.

1
PERSONALIZED

7
COVID-19 SAFE SCHOOL  |  100% FLEXIBILITY

Our flexible programs start every Monday all year round and 
can be personalized to your interests and needs. You will 
be able to build your own perfect course by choosing when, 
where, and how to study by combining 32 destinations in 13 
countries. Or combine your program with our Online classes 
before, during or after your stay with us in Spain or Latin 
America. You will also be able to personalize your on campus 
accommodation by choosing from four different ways to feel 
at home, away from home. 

Our Flexibility Bookings Guarantee provides the reassurance 
you need to live the Enforex Experience! All Enforex schools 
are Certified as COVID-19 Safe School complying with the 
latest regulations. To give you complete peace of mind and 
keep things as simple as possible know that you can count on 
even greater bookings flexibility with no penalties. Our flexible 
booking conditions allow for alternative re-booking (continue 
with online classes), postponing your program (credit note) or 
cancelling with full refund (2 weeks of advance notice)  
www.enforex.com/payment.html

2
INTERACTIVE SMALL GROUPS  |  4-8 STUDENTS 

8
ONLINE CLASSES  |  LIVE SPANISH 24/7-365 DAYS

   
Our small classes range from an average of 4 students to a 
maximum of 8 (12 in high season), which allows for greater 
in-class participation and interaction while complying the 
social distancing measures. Our diverse faculty is made 
up of enthusiastic professionals with excellent academic 
qualifications and proven experience. Your language success 
is their motivation. Our weekly cultural workshops will have 
up to 12 students per class.

Choose the right course for you from our Live Online Spanish 
classes, Tailor-made, and Specialized programs. Combine your 
program with online classes before, during or after your stay 
with us in Spain or Latin America. With our flexible 24/7-365 
days online learning programs you can start a course any 
Monday in small groups or private sessions. No pre-recorded 
classes, all lessons are taught live through Microsoft Teams 
and other e-learning tools. Connect with our Spain and Latin 
American-based schools teachers, who will be guiding you in 
real time to ensure your learning success.

3
TOP DESTINATIONS  |  32 +

   9
AN UNFORGETTABLE LIFE EXPERIENCE

Our schools are located in the heart of each destinations’ 
lively, central neighborhoods of the best Spanish-speaking 
locations worldwide. Choose among 13 different countries 
and 32 locations. Every one of our schools is located in the 
heart of the city and boasts modern interiors, social spaces, 
and a welcoming staff.

Studying Spanish is much more than taking classes; it is an 
unforgettable life experience. Explore a new country, its 
culture, and its customs while mingling with locals. Stroll 
through its streets, shop in local food markets, and enjoy the 
spirited nightlife. Boost your experience while combining 
different destinations without missing classes.

4
FULL ACCREDITED  |  CV PROOF OF SPANISH SKILLS

   10
INTERNATIONAL  |  80 + NATIONALITIES

Our schools meet the highest standards of excellence and are 
recognized by the most respected organizations worldwide, 
including the Instituto Cervantes, which has accredited all 
our Enforex schools in Spain and Latin America. We offer 
official university credits and transcripts for our Intensive 
Spanish Program in over 200 universities worldwide.

During your stay with us you will share your language travel 
adventure and experience with other students from over 80 
nationalities. Discover a new culture, language, and country 
together and make friendships that will last a lifetime.

5 STUDENT-CENTERED

We take a personalized, student-centered approach to 
education where both students and teachers are actively 
engaged in the learning environment. Our experienced 
and motivated teachers are trained in different teaching 
methodologies to respond to the learning needs of each one 
of our students.  

6
COMPLETE SERVICE  |  24 H

We know that studying abroad is an adventure where you 
will create unforgettable memories. That’s why we offer a 
wide range of diverse and engaging daily activities in the 
afternoon and weekend excursions in all our schools. Our 
helpful staff is always available to provide travel details, 
arrange accommodation and airport transfers, and assist with 
visa issues.

www.youtube.com/user/enforexschools 
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Our mission
“We inspire students of all ages and nationalities to achieve their 
dreams through education in Spanish and unique experiences.”

OUR VALUES

Leadership
We lead with courage to align 
teams and achieve our goals.

Teamwork
We create an environment 
of trust and respect through 
collaboration and communication.

Empathy
We empathize with our students 
in order to provide the highest 
quality of service.
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Our vision
By being the reference for Spanish culture,
we transform people’s lives.

Innovation
We strive to inspire our teams, 
clients, and providers to create 
new ideas.

International
We embrace diversity to better
serve the globe.

Passion
We put our hearts into everything  
we do.

Since 

1989
TEACHING
SPANISH
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WHY IS LEARNING 
SPANISH IMPORTANT? 

1
GAIN CONFIDENCE 
IN YOURSELF

Learning and expressing yourself in 
a foreign language like Spanish is an 
incredible achievement! Living abroad will 
push you outside your comfort zone and 
make you live unforgettable experiences 
and adventures. You’ll gain a higher sense 
of self-confidence and accomplishment 
than you ever thought possible.

2
STRENGTHEN
YOUR PROFESSIONAL
CURRICULUM

Learning Spanish can make the difference 
in your professional career. Expand your 
networking contacts, open your own 
business to new markets in Spain and Latin 
America and take advantage of better job 
opportunities thanks to a new language.

3
TAP INTO THE 
BENEFITS OF 
BEING BILINGUAL

It’s been proven that being bilingual 
or multilingual improves cognitive 
skills, increases memory and sharpens 
communication skills. 

With more than 400 million native speakers worldwide across 
22 countries, there’s no doubt that Spanish is the second most spoken, 
useful and diverse language in the world. Take the first step towards a 
better future for yourself and find out how learning Spanish can open up 
many opportunities and enrich your life.
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5
ENHANCE 
YOUR CAREER

Speaking more than one language 
provides endless career opportunities, 
both in your native country and abroad. 
In a recent study, executives with 
second-language fluency generally had 
a 35% higher income. 

6
OPEN YOUR 
MIND TO A NEW 
CULTURE

Speaking Spanish means that the entire 
Spanish speaking world is open to you. 
Travel, live and study abroad in a more 
authentic way. We guarantee you will 
find adventure and fun!

7
CONNECT WITH 
THE SPANISH 
SPEAKING WORLD

You will be able to communicate with 
over 400 million Spanish speakers 
worldwide. Take the opportunity to 
make new and valuable friendships.

4
BOOST YOUR 
ACADEMIC
TRANSCRIPT

Learning Spanish, especially in a 
foreign country, gives your academic 
transcript an enormous advantage. 
Whether you are seeking to gain access 
to a university or already studying 
at a university, adding Spanish to 
your transcript will open doors and 
opportunities for you.  
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Isabel Bueso

Academic and Institutional Relations Director

 “I am very excited to be part of the dynamic and international 

project that is the IDEAL group (IEG campuses in Spain and 

Latin America). Contributing, together with everybody, 

to the continuous improvement and development of the 

academic and extra-academic services we offer, and to the 

international diffusion of the quality of our activity.”

PROFESSORS THAT MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE

Our teachers have an average of 15 to 20 
years of work experience teaching Spanish 
to non-native speakers of all levels of 
fluency. In addition to their experience, 
we carefully select our professors for 
their dedication and enthusiasm, visible 
in how they manage their interactive and 
conversation-based classes.

LINGUISTIC MENTORING

Learning Spanish is about practicing 
Spanish! With as many people as you 
meet, daily. We offer a language exchange 
program where local students studying 
your native language meet up with you 
on a regular basis. In addition to making 
friends and learning the local culture and 
customs, you will rapidly learn vocabulary, 
gain confidence and speak more fluently. 

PERSONALIZE  YOUR STUDIES

At Enforex, you will be able to personalize 
your course to suit your own needs 
and interests. Our flexible-length 
programs start every Monday and can be 
personalized by building your own perfect 
course while choosing when, where and 
how to study.

Add private classes or exam preparation 
courses to your Intensive Spanish Program 
and make the most out of your stay with us.

MULTI-CULTURAL CLASSES

Learning Spanish with students from 
over 80 nationalities enriches classroom 
conversations and discussions greatly. 
You will continuously be debating 
current issues and everyday events 
which provides for a lively classroom 
atmosphere.

SMALL GROUP CLASSES

Our class size is limited to average 6 
students per class, maximum 8 (12 in 
high season) to make sure that you 
receive personalized attention from 
your teachers. Progress quickly while 
participating in class, practicing your 
Spanish and interacting with your 
classmates. 

ALL AGES

We offer language programs for students 
of all ages. Our 8 International Summer 
Camps provide a great experience to learn 
Spanish for kids and teens. 

Our 40 campuses in Spain and Latin 
America provide a great language 
experience for teens, adults, professionals 
and executives. In our Programs Section 
you will find specialized programs per 
age groups, such as our Intensive Spanish 
Programs, Gap Year, Junior Program, 
Spanish for 50+,...

At Enforex you will find a unique learning environment and methodology where you 
are at the center of our educational model. Our innovative teaching methodology 

guarantees a rapid and successful progress through a personalized and 
student-centered learning system.

PERSONALIZED LEARNING

 

THE ENFOREX WAY

For the past 34 years, Enforex 
has developed its own teaching 
methodology which has proven to 
be very successful. Our teaching 
approach is designed to build 
each student’s confidence and 
fluency in speaking Spanish 
naturally while emphasizing the 
study of the four key learning 
skills: Listening Comprehension, 
Reading Comprehension, Written 
Expression and Interaction, Oral 
Expression and Interaction.

The Vive el Español Educational 
System is a breakthrough in the 
advancement of Spanish learning 
technology and it enhances 
students’ communication and 
language skills rapidly.

We believe that our students 
learn in different ways, therefore 
our teaching and learning 
methodology incorporates a wide 
range of activities and teaching 
methodologies that are designed to 
create an enjoyable, motivating and 
stimulating learning atmosphere.

40,000+
STUDENTS 
have attended our schools
in the last 34 years.

+
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REACH YOUR GOALS

“Your success is our success.”

José Ramón Rodríguez
Enforex Malaga, Academic Coordinator

“Our objective is that all of our students return home 
proud of their achievements. Therefore the way we teach 
is very personalized and student-centered in order to 
motivate each one on their Spanish learning journey.”

INTERNATIONAL
ACCREDITATIONS

Our Enforex campuses meet the 
highest standards of excellence 
and are therefore recognized and 
accredited by the most respected 
organizations worldwide, including 
the Instituto Cervantes. We also 
offer official university credits for 
our Intensive Spanish Courses.

Our goal is to give students the skills necessary to communicate and express themselves in any 
Spanish-speaking environment living the language 24 hours a day. We use the six classification levels 
within the European Framework of Reference for Language (CEFR). We measure your language level 

before your course with a placement test and one at the end of the course, as a graduation test.

ELEMENTARY

You will be able to understand sentences 
and frequently used expressions related 
to areas of most immediate relevance in 
basic daily life situations (for example, basic 
personal and family information, shopping, 
local geography, employment). You will learn 
how to communicate in a simple and direct 
exchange of information on familiar and 
routine matters.

BEGINNER

Starting with no knowledge of Spanish, 
during your Spanish course with us you 
will start understanding some Spanish, use 
familiar expressions and very basic phrases 
aimed at meeting your everyday needs. You 
will be able to participate in conversations in 
a basic way and make yourself understood if 
the other person talks slowly and clearly. 

A1 A2

B1 B2

INTERMEDIATE

You will be able to deal with most situations 
likely to arise while traveling in a Spanish 
speaking country. You will write connected 
texts on topics which are familiar or 
of personal interest while describing 
experiences, events, hopes, and briefly give 
reasons and explanations as well as partake 
in habitual communicative situations.

UPPER INTERMEDIATE

You will understand the main ideas of 
complex texts on both concrete and abstract 
topics. Interact with a degree of fluency and 
spontaneity with native speakers. Write clear, 
detailed text on a wide range of subjects and 
explain a viewpoint on a given topic. Also, you 
will be able to bring up a problem in detail, 
express yourself with arguments and nuances, 
for example in a working environment.

C1 C2

  

ADVANCED

You will understand a wide range of 
demanding, longer texts. You can express 
yourself fluently and spontaneously and use 
Spanish flexibly and effectively for social, 
academic and professional purposes. You can 
write clear, well-structured text on complex 
subjects. You will be close to being bilingual.

 

PROFICIENT

You easily understand virtually everything 
heard or read. You can summarize 
information from different spoken and 
written sources, reconstructing arguments 
and accounts in a coherent way. You can be 
teacher of Spanish in your own country.
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Return home feeling proud of your achievements and 
enrich your curriculum vitae with new certificates.

CERTIFY AND ADVANCE

“Advance your career…”

Yoko K.
Enforex Madrid student

“I had a very rewarding experience at Enforex Madrid. 
I learned quickly, made many friends, and my improved 
Spanish level earned me a C1 in the DELE Exam. 
This will help me greatly in my studies and career. “

EARN A CERTIFICATE 

You will return home with our Enforex 
diploma certifying your Spanish language 
level according to the Common European 
Framework of Reference for Languages 
(CEFR). Enhance your CV and improve 
your chances to access your preferred 
university or job. All of our Spanish 
programs have been designed according 
to the official standards of European and 
American university credits.

All Enforex schools are accredited by the 
Instituto Cervantes.

CERTIFY YOUR VOLUNTEER
AND INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

During your stay with us you will be able 
to gain volunteer and work experience 
while learning Spanish. You will receive 
an official Enforex certificate stating 
your work or volunteer experience, your 
personal achievements and progress. 
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At Enforex we customize all our courses to suit your professional and personal needs. Choose between an 
Intensive Spanish Course or an Official Exam Preparation Course, add a private class or an internship, or 

simply enjoy a language vacation. At Enforex you will find the perfect program for you. 

 
CUSTOMIZE 
YOUR SPANISH COURSE
1 2 3 +
CHOOSE YOUR 
MOTIVATION

CHOOSE YOUR
SPANISH COURSE

CHOOSE YOUR 
DESTINATION

PERSONALIZE 
YOUR COURSE

MAKE QUICK PROGRESS

IN SPANISH AND 

LEARN THE LANGUAGE 

AND CULTURE 

Intensive Spanish 10 Program
10 classes per week

Alicante, Barcelona, Granada, Madrid, 

Malaga, Marbella, Salamanca, Seville and 

Valencia

Private One-to-One classes  
Learn Spanish at your own pace

Internship Program
Learn Spanish in a professional 

environment and add new 

experiences to your résumé

Volunteer Program
You will come away from 

this experience with more 

knowledge and skills, a deeper 

social conscience, and the ability 

to speak Spanish more fluently. 

    

ACTIVITIES AND 
SPORTS

Winter Break 
Barcelona, Granada, Madrid, 

Malaga, Salamanca, Tenerife, 

and Valencia in Spain and Playa 

del Carmen in Mexico

Cooking Classes
Barcelona, Granada, Malaga, 

and Salamanca in Spain and 

Playa del Carmen in Mexico

Ski and Snowboard
Granada

Flamenco or Latin dances
All destinations in Spain and 

Mexico

Golf or tennis
Marbella

Yoga
Madrid and Marbella

Scuba diving
Tenerife in Spain and Playa 

del Carmen in Mexico, Latin 

America

Intensive Spanish 20 Program
20 classes per week

All destinations in Spain, Mexico, Latin 

America and Online

Intensive Spanish 25 Program
20 classes per week + 5 Spanish culture

and conversation workshops

All destinations in Spain and Mexico

Super Intensive Spanish 30 Program
20 classes per week + 5 Spanish culture 

and conversation workshops +

5 semi-private classes

All destinations in Spain and Mexico

CERTIFY MY 

SPANISH LEVEL  

DELE 20 Exam Preparation
20  DELE group classes per week

All destinations in Spain and Playa del 

Carmen in Mexcio and Online

DELE, CCSE or SIELE 30 

Exam Preparation
20 Spanish group + 10 DELE, CCSE or SIELE 

Private classes

All destinations in Spain 

Business Spanish and Madrid Chamber 

of Commerce Exam Preparation
10 group classes per week

Barcelona, Madrid, Malaga, Salamanca, 

Valencia in Spain 

LONG-TERM 

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

Pathways Program

University Exam Preparation | PAU/PCE
University Entrance Exam

Barcelona, Madrid, and Malaga in Spain

Gap Year
Study Abroad

All destinations in Spain and Mexico

STUDY IN YOUR 

AGE GROUP

Summer Camps 5-18
Cultural Immersion International

Summer Camps

Barcelona, Madrid, Malaga, Marbella, 

Salamanca, and Valencia in Spain

Junior Program 14-18 Barcelona, Granada, Madrid, Malaga, 

Salamanca, and Valencia in Spain

In your Fifties 50+
Spanish for 50+

Alicante, Malaga, Marbella, Salamanca, 

Tenerife, Valencia in Spain and Playa del 

Carmen in Mexico

SPECIAL PROGRAMS Family Program
Enjoy a language holiday with your family

Barcelona, Madrid, Malaga, Marbella, 

Salamanca, and Valencia

Spanish Teachers’ Training Lab Madrid, Malaga, Salamanca, in Spain and  

Playa del Carmen in Mexico

Customized Group Programs
Personalized Spanish Immersion for groups 

of six or more students

All destinations in Spain and Mexico
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INTENSIVE 25
20 CLASSES PER WEEK + 5 SPANISH CULTURE AND  

CONVERSATION WORKSHOPS

This course is perfect for students looking to make solid and quick 

progress in Spanish. You will be able to combine 20 interactive 

Spanish lessons per week with 5 extra Spanish culture and 

conversation classes. You’ll benefit from a personalized and student-

centered approach to education where teachers and students are 

actively engaged in the learning experience

This program is available for levels from complete beginner (A1) to 

proficient (C2). 

DETAILS 

 º Available in: All our destinations in Spain and Mexico

 º Levels: All levels. Beginner (A1) to proficient (C2)

 º Number of classes: 20 group classes + 5 Spanish culture and 

conversation workshops per week

 º Number of students: Small groups of 6 to maximum 8 students

 º Class duration: 55 minutes per class. 

 º Start dates: Start any Monday all year round

 º Duration: 1 to 52 weeks

INTENSIVE 20
20 CLASSES PER WEEK

This course is designed for students who want to begin 

communicating as quickly as possible and are eager to experience 

the culture of their chosen destination first hand. 

You will leave feeling more confident, with improved overall 

communications skills, fluency in Spanish, and complete 

independence.

This program is available for levels from complete beginner (A1) to 

proficient (C2). 

DETAILS

 º Available in: All our destinations in Spain and Latin America

 º Levels:  All levels. Beginner (A1) to proficient (C2)

 º Number of classes: 20 group classes per week

 º Number of students: Small groups of 6 to maximum 8 students

 º Class duration: 55 minutes per class. 

 º Start dates: Start any Monday all year round

 º Duration: 1 to 52 weeks

INTENSIVE 10
10 CLASSES PER WEEK

If you don’t have much time but learning Spanish or improving your 

level is one of your priorities, Enforex makes it easy for you. With 

fewer hours of class each day, this program is ideal for combining 

with other activities. Each day you will have 2 hours of interactive 

Spanish classes with students on the Intensive 20 course, after this 

you can use your free time to explore the city and practice your 

Spanish with the locals. This program is available for levels from 

complete beginner (A2) to upper intermediate (C1).

DETAILS 

 º Available in: Alicante, Barcelona, Granada, Madrid, Malaga, Marbella, 

Salamanca, Seville, and Valencia in Spain 

 º Levels: Elemental (A2) to Advanced (C1)

 º Number of classes: 10 group classes per week

 º Number of students: Small groups of 6 to maximum 8 students

 º Class duration: 55 minutes per class

 º Start dates: Start any Monday all year round

 º Duration: 1 to 52 weeks

SUPER INTENSIVE 30
20 CLASSES PER WEEK + 5 SPANISH CULTURE AND CONVERSATION 

WORKSHOPS  + 5 SEMI-PRIVATE CLASSES

Learn Spanish with a combination of group classes, semi-private 

classes, and culture workshops to get all the benefits of each type 

of learning environment and further your knowledge of both the 

language and the culture. Start your Super Intensive 30 program and 

discover everything you can gain from learning Spanish, no matter 

what your level is.

This program is available for levels from complete beginner (A1) to 

proficient (C2). 

DETAILS 

 º Available in: All our destinations in Spain and Mexico

 º Levels: All levels. Beginner (A1) to proficient (C2)

 º Number of classes: 20 group classes + 5 Spanish culture and 

conversation workshops + 5 semi-private classes per week

 º Number of students: Small groups of 6 to maximum 8 students

 º Class duration: 55 minutes per class. 

 º Start dates: Start any Monday all year round

 º Duration: 1 to 52 weeks

Live Spanish in Spain and Latin America

Intensive Spanish Courses

P
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PRIVATE CLASSES  

LEARN SPANISH AT YOUR OWN PACE

Private classes are carefully crafted and tailored to your goals, 

needs, interests, and learning style. They are designed for those 

who want to learn to communicate in Spanish with ease at their 

own pace. This is a great way to improve specific areas, like 

pronunciation, reading comprehension, and vocabulary. 

Semi-Private classes

If you are traveling with a small group of maximum three people and 

you wish to take private classes together, this is a good option for 

you. You will all need to have the same Spanish level and provide the  

teacher with a common language area you wish to improve upon. 

DETAILS

 º Available in: All destinations in Spain and in Latin America

 º Levels: All levels. Beginner (A1) to proficient (C2)

 º Number of classes: Flexible schedule. Personalized curriculum. Schedule 

to be confirmed with the school before or upon arrival

 º Number of students: Small groups of 2 to maximum 3 students

 º Class duration: 55 minutes per class

 º Start dates: Any weekday

 º Duration: Minimum one week

Tutorial One-to-One Online classes

Available online. Ideal for students who have already studied with us 

and want to keep up their Spanish skills after returning home.

Private One-to-One classes

Our private classes offer great flexibility of timetable and content. 

Start studying Spanish any day of the week!

DETAILS

 º Available in: All destinations in Spain and in Latin America

 º Levels: All levels. Beginner (A1) to proficient (C2)

 º Number of classes: Flexible schedule. Personalized curriculum. Schedule 

to be confirmed with the school before or upon arrival

 º Class duration: 55 minutes per class

 º Start dates: Any weekday

 º Duration: Minimum one week

Private classes Work experience

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
INTENSIVE SPANISH 20 OR 25  |  4 TO 12 WEEKS INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

Gain experience and learn Spanish in a professional environment. 

Choose an internship in a specific professional field with a 

company or organization in Spain. You can apply exclusively for the 

internship or combine it with one of our Spanish language courses. 

Internship candidates must have a minimum B1 Spanish level to be 

eligible. 

Fields where placement is offered: 

Hospitality, Marketing, Customer Care, Web Development, 

Graphic Design, Public Relations

PROGRAM DETAILS

 º Available in: Barcelona and Madrid. Ask us for availability in other 

destinations.

 º Level required: Intermediate (B1)   

 º Minimum age: 18

 º Included: Intensive Spanish 20 or 25 Program (if selected), training, 

evaluation, assessment, and professional orientation. 

 º Start dates: 1st Monday of each month, year-round 

 º Duration: Minimum 8 weeks

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
INTENSIVE SPANISH 20 OR 25 + VOLUNTEERING POSITION

Volunteer in Latin America and make your Enforex experience 

even more memorable! Take your new Spanish skills out of 

the classroom and into the real world with valuable practical 

experience. Not only will volunteering be personally gratifying for 

you, it will also help the local community.

Projects: Education, Animal Care, Wildlife Conservation, and Health.

PROGRAM DETAILS

 º Available in: All destinations in Latin America

 º Level required: All levels. Beginner (A1) to proficient (C2)

 º Minimum age: 18

 º Program: Intensive Spanish 20 or 25 Program

 º Included: Intensive Spanish 20 or 25 Program (if selected), training, 

evaluation, assessment, and professional orientation. 

 º Start dates: 1st Monday of each month, year-round 

 º Duration: May vary depending on destination and project.

Personalize your course

++
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CCSE AND SIELE EXAM PREPARATION
20 GROUP SPANISH CLASSES + 10 PRIVATE CCSE OR SIELE CLASSES

Enforex has created exam preparation courses for all those who 

want to pass the CCSE and/or SIELE Exam administered by the 

Instituto Cervantes with success. 

CCSE is designed to obtain Spanish citizenship. The test affirms 

constitutional and socio-cultural knowledge of Spain. Exams are usually 

offered every last Thursday of each month (except for August and 

December), year-round. Tests are taken on paper at our facilities.

SIELE certifies your degree of Spanish proficiency through four tests 

that evaluate different linguistic skills. You can take either the global 

exam which certifies for all four skills or individual exams which certify 

each one individually. The exam is offered year-round, upon request. 

Tests are taken online at our facilities.

DETAILS

 º Available in: All our destinations in Spain

 º Levels: All levels. Beginner (A1) to Advanced (C1)

 º Minimum age: 18

 º Number of classes: 20 group Spanish classes + 10 Private CCSE or SIELE 

classes

 º Number of students: Minimum 3, maximum 8 students

 º Class duration: 55 minutes per class. 

 º Start dates: 1st Monday of each month, year-round

 º Duration: 1 week or more

BUSINESS SPANISH AND CHAMBER OF 
COMMERCE EXAM PREPARATION
10 GROUP CLASSES/WEEK

Get ready for the Business Spanish and Madrid Chamber of 

Commerce Exam with our 10-class preparation program. The exam 

is organized in collaboration with the University of Alcala. This 

certificate is internationally recognized for Business Spanish and 

gives you an edge in the corporate world. 

DETAILS

 º Available in: Barcelona, Madrid, Malaga, Salamanca, Valencia in Spain 

 º Required levels: Upper intermediate (B2)   

 º Number of students: Minimum 3, maximum 8 students 

 º Minimum age: 18 

 º Number of classes: 10 group classes of preparation of exam

 º Class duration: 55 minutes per class.

 º Start dates: 1st Monday of each month, year-round

 º Duration: 1 to 4 weeks   

Official Exam Preparation Courses

DELE EXAM PREPARATION COURSES
20  | 30 DELE CLASSES PER WEEK

DELE Spanish Diplomas are granted by the Instituto Cervantes in the 

name of Spain’s Ministry of Education. DELE certifies test takers’ level 

of understanding and command of the Spanish language. It is an official 

exam of great value for students who want or need to obtain an official 

certificate for universities and citizenship tests.

Our DELE Exam Preparation Courses will give you the skills you need to 

pass the exam. There are 6 levels, from A1 to C2, and you decide which 

level you wish to be examined on. The results confirm whether you have 

passed or failed the exam. Each exam consists of four sections: listening, 

reading, writing, and speaking. 

Tests are taken on paper at our facilities. The certification does not 

expire. Exams are usually offered 5 times a year.

At Enforex we offer two types of DELE Preparation Courses. You can 

either prepare for the official DELE Exam with our Intensive DELE 20 

Exam Preparation Course or take private DELE preparation classes.

DELE 20 Exam Preparation

DETAILS 

 º Available in: All destinations in Spain and Mexico

 º Levels: Elementary (A2) to Advanced (C1)

 º Minimum age: 16

 º Number of classes: 20 DELE group classes per week

 º Number of students: Minimum 3, maximum 8 students 

 º Class duration: 55 minutes per class. 

 º Start dates: 2 or 4 weeks before each exam

 º Duration: 2 or 4 weeks

DELE 30 Exam Preparation

DETAILS 

 º Available in: All our destinations in Spain 

 º Levels: All levels. Beginner (A1) to proficient (C2)

 º Minimum age: 16

 º Number of classes: 20 Group Spanish classes + 10 Private DELE classes 

 º Number of students: Minimum 3, maximum 8 students 

 º Class duration: 55 minutes per class

 º Start dates: Any Monday 

 º Duration: 1 week

Certify your Spanish Level
P
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SPANISH TEACHERS’ TRAINING LAB
20 GROUP CLASSES + 10 HOURS OF OBSERVATION + MENTORING

The program for Spanish teachers is specifically designed for 

teachers of Spanish as a Foreign Language (ELE) who would like 

to expand upon and update their knowledge of foreign language 

teaching methodologies and resources.

Participants will increase their pedagogical expertise by 

discussing methodological topics, such as how to teach grammar 

and vocabulary, how to integrate culture into the lessons, 

and how to plan a class integrating new technologies; and by 

observing different Spanish language classes and reviewing other 

related issues that will inevitably enrich their classrooms back 

home.

PROGRAM DETAILS

 º Available in: Madrid, Malaga, Salamanca, in Spain and Playa del Carmen 

in Mexico

 º Level required: Advanced (C1)

 º Number of students: Minimum 3, maximum 16 students

 º Class duration: 55 minutes per class

 º Target students: Spanish Language Teachers

 º Required class attendance: 85%

 º Start date: July

 º Duration: 2 weeks

Pathways Program

UNIVERSITY EXAM PREPARATION
UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE EXAM

“PAU/PCE” stands for “Prueba y Acceso a la Universidad,” or 

“University Entrance Exam,” and it is one way of gaining entrance 

to the Spanish higher education system. The exam takes place in 

June and consists of a series of tests covering a variety of subjects 

such as Spanish language and literature, history, a foreign language, 

and geography. In addition to preparing you for the PAU/PCE Exam, 

we will also guide you through the admissions process to a Spanish 

university.

An Enforex course counselor will be available to give you 

personalized attention. They will help you every step of the way in 

preparing for the exam and applying to Spanish universities.

To apply for our course, you will need to have a high-intermediate 

or advanced level of Spanish (B2 to C1).

DETAILS

 º Available in: Barcelona, Madrid, and Malaga     

 º Levels: Upper intermediate (B2) to Advanced (C1)

 º Starting dates: January, February or October

Spanish Teachers
P P

GAP YEAR 
COMBINE TOP DESTINATIONS IN SPAIN AND LATIN AMERICA

Did you just finish high school and still aren’t sure what to do next? 

No matter which stage of life you are in, taking a break can be a 

wise decision and the best way to invest in your personal growth 

and develop soft skills like empathy, flexibility, and leadership.

Explore the Spanish-speaking world and discover its cultural 

diversity and linguistic heritage by combining 2 continents with 

one academic program.

CRAFT YOUR OWN LANGUAGE JOURNEY

A dedicated Enforex course counselor will be helping you organize every 

stage of your language journey. While you are on site our local staff 

members can help you with any questions or concerns. Contact us for your 

personalized assessment at gapyear@enforex.com

P

Special programs
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EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES AND SPORTS

Have you always wanted to learn flamenco dancing? Do you 

love salsa music, but avoid the dance floor? Maybe you’d like to 

incorporate some healthy Mediterranean dishes into your diet or 

deepen your knowledge of Spanish and Latin American culture. 

Or are you looking to stay active by playing outdoor sports like 

golf and tennis, or by going to the beach to practice scuba diving? 

Wherever your interests lie, at Enforex we know that the best 

learning goes beyond the classroom, and the best way to practice 

Spanish is by having fun.

FLAMENCO OR LATIN DANCES

 º Available in: All destinations

COOKING CLASS

 º Available in: Barcelona, Granada, Malaga, and Salamanca in Spain  

Playa del Carmen in Spain

SCUBA DIVING

 º Available in: Tenerife in Spain and Playa del Carmen in Mexico

WINTER BREAK 

 º Available in: Barcelona, Granada, Madrid, Malaga, Salamanca, Tenerife, 

and Valencia in Spain and Playa del Carmen in Mexico

CULTURE

Available in: Playa del Carmen in Mexico

YOGA

 º Available in: Madrid and Marbella in Spain and Playa del Carmen in Latin 

America

GOLF OR TENNIS

 º Available in: Marbella in Spain 

SKI AND SNOWBOARD

 º Available in: Granada in Spain

CUSTOMIZED GROUP PROGRAMS
INTENSIVE SPANISH COURSE (MINIMUM 2 CLASSES/DAY)

At Enforex we design personalized Spanish Immersion Programs 

for groups of six or more students. 

We have worked with teachers and professors from over 400 

high schools and over 250 universities from all around the world, 

and we are the provider of many governmental and other official 

institutional programs worldwide.

Our academic programs are completely customizable and can be 

combined with special cultural events, tours, excursions, trips, 

different types of accommodations, activities, and anything else 

that will make your group´s experience abroad unforgettable! 

Our special Customized Group Programs Division is at your 

disposal to help you in any way we can. We look forward to 

sending you a personalized proposal adapted to your budget and 

needs. 

Please contact groups@enforex.com

PROGRAM DETAILS

 º Personalized and 100% customizable

 º Top destinations to combine

 º Modern facilities in the best locations

 º Open or closed group classes

 º Minimum 6 students

 º Excursions and activities included

 º Accommodation adapted to individual needs (homestay, student 

residence, student apartments, or hotel)

 º Airport transfer service

 º Supervision 24/7

 º We work with the best prices and quality

P
We work together Leisure program

P

Please contact us for more information, including prices and 

availability: info@enforex.com
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JUNIOR PROGRAM  |  AGES 14 TO 18
CULTURAL IMMERSION SPANISH 
24-HOUR SUPERVISION

JANUARY, JUNE, AND JULY  |  AGES 14 TO 18  

100% INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

WEEKLY ACTIVITIES

Specially designed for teens who want to combine learning a 

second language and discovering a new culture. 

Our Junior Program brings young people aged 14 to 18 together 

from all over the world. It is all-inclusive (course + accommodation), 

with supervision during the classes and cultural activities and in 

the accommodations. 

Students can stay with host families in a homestay or in our 

residences with a shared double or triple room and full board. 

In addition to supervised activities, teens will be able to enjoy some 

independence and free time to explore their destination with new 

friends.

 PROGRAM DETAILS

 º Available in: Barcelona, Granada, Madrid, Malaga, Salamanca, and Valencia

 º All-inclusive: Intensive Spanish 20 Program, full board, accommodation 

in student residence or homestay, textbook, weekly afternoon activities 

per week, and 1 full day weekend excursion every 2 weeks. 

 º Levels: All levels. Beginner (A1) to Proficient (C2) 

 º Age: 14 to 18

 º Group size: Minimum 3, maximum 15 students

 º Average: 6 students per class

 º Program: Residential or homestay

 º Start dates: January, June, and July

 º Duration: 2 or 4 weeks

Study in your age group
Spanish for 5+ Spanish for 14+

P

CULTURAL IMMERSION  |  AGES 5 TO 18
INTERNATIONAL SUMMER CAMPS
 24-HOUR SUPERVISION

JUNE, JULY, AND AUGUST  |  AGES 5 TO 18  

LIVING WITH 60% SPANISH STUDENTS

WORKSHOPS, SPORTS, AND ACTIVITIES

Our international summer camps create a supportive, friendly, 

and diverse environment where students open their minds and 

immerse themselves in a new culture and language.

Our camps bring students together to create a truly global 

community where differences are celebrated.

60% of our student body is comprised of Spanish students and 

40% of international students representing over 80 nationalities.

Our innovative and proven teaching methodology based on 

cooperative and project-based learning provides for a fun, 

interactive, and effective way to learn Spanish or English. Sports, 

workshops, activities, and excursions are included in the camps 

experience. 

Students also have the opportunity to explore their interests 

in optional courses covering a variety of topics from robotics, 

or creativity to debate and public speaking, yoga, or theater. 

Optional sports lessons are also available. We offer three 

different summer camps experiences: students can stay at our 

camps overnight, come just for classes and activities during 

the day, or stay with a local family. All options include 24-hour 

supervision.

 PROGRAM DETAILS

 º Available in: Barcelona, Madrid, Malaga, Marbella, Salamanca, and Valencia

 º All-inclusive: 20 lessons per week, accommodation, full board, sports, 

activities, workshops, excursions, 4 meals/day, books, study materials, 

health insurance, 24-hour supervision.

 º Levels: All levels. Beginner (A1) to Proficient (C2) 

 º Age: 5 to 18

 º Size groups: Max. 15 students

 º Average: 8 students per class 

 º Class duration: 45 minutes per class

 º Program: Residence camp, homestay program, day camp or 

       language course only.

 º Start dates: June, July, and August

 º Duration: 1 to 8 weeks

P
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FAMILY PROGRAM
COMBINE LANGUAGE STUDY AND LEISURE WHILE ENJOYING TIME 

TOGETHER AS A FAMILY

This completely customizable program is for families of all sizes 

and interests who wish to improve their Spanish or English levels 

in Spain.

Design your own program to strike the perfect balance between 

language study, leisure, and family time. While the youngest family 

members are busy living a truly international adventure in our 

summer camps, spreading their wings with our Junior Program, or 

taking advantage of one of our intensive courses, parents are free 

to follow their own path. Choose any of our group classes, one-to-

one classes, or private classes just for the two of you. At the end of 

the day, the whole family can dive into the local culture together 

and enjoy Spain’s enviable climate, acclaimed gastronomy, and 

Mediterranean beaches.

Our specialized course counselors will ensure all your needs are 

met. They can help organize special services, like childcare*, family 

activities, excursions, and more! 

We also offer various premium accommodation options.

Let us know how you envision your ideal family vacation in Spain, 

and we’ll make it happen.

PROGRAM DETAILS

 º All year round. Summer camps are only offered during the months of 

July and August.

 º Completely customizable program

 º Intensive Spanish courses with 10, 20, 25, or 30 classes per week

 º Wide range of accommodation options

 º Parents can have their children aged 5-18 attend day camp or 

residential summer camps during summer months. During the year we 

can arrange day care options for the little ones.

 º Family activities and excursions

Families with children aged 5-18
P P

Spanish for 50+

IN YOUR FIFTIES 50+
20 GROUP SPANISH CLASSES + CULTURAL ACTIVITIES PER WEEK

This program has been designed to offer you a complete language 

and cultural immersion at a pace that is right for you. This time in 

your life can provide magical travel opportunities, letting you live 

thoroughly new experiences and continue to learn. 

Our 2-week program is a motivating combination of Spanish 

classes and a rich, integrated cultural program.

Choose from different destinations and signature

local experiences and fiestas.

PROGRAM DETAILS

 º Available in: Alicante, Malaga, Marbella, Salamanca, Tenerife, and 

Valencia in Spain and Mexico

 º Levels: All levels. Beginner (A1) to Proficient (C2) 

 º Group size: Minimum 3 students

 º Start dates: Specific start dates

 º Duration: 2 weeks

CULTURAL PROGRAMS IN SPAIN  

World-Famous Carnival TENERIFE

Las Fallas VALENCIA

Experience Semana Santa MALAGA

Culture and Architecture SALAMANCA

Spanish Fiesta - San Bernabé MARBELLA

Mediterranean Lifestyle VALENCIA

Savor the Mediterranean ALICANTE

CULTURAL PROGRAMS IN MEXICO

Day of the Dead  PLAYA DEL CARMEN
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ONLINE PART-TIME 3
STEP BY STEP

This program is ideal for people with limited time and the perfect 

combination with school, studies or work. You will improve fast 

while attending classes in the afternoon just twice a week. Classes 

consist of two sessions of one hour and a half on weekdays. Classes 

are taught in small groups of average 4 to 8 students.

PROGRAM DETAILS

 º Frequency: 2 group sessions/day - 3 lessons/week

 º Program duration: Minimum 2 weeks

 º Course availability: Monday and Wednesday

 º Spanish level: All levels; from beginner (A1) to proficient (C2)

 º Class duration: Each lesson lasts 45 minutes

 º Participants: Minimum 3 - maximum 10 students

 º Start dates: April & October

20 lessons per week

ONLINE INTENSIVE 20
THE MOST EFFICIENT PROGRAM

This online live group course is designed for students who want 

to begin communicating as quickly as possible. If you don’t have 

much time but learning Spanish or improving your level is one of 

your priorities, Enforex makes it easy for you with fewer hours of 

interactive Spanish classes each day in small groups of average 4 to 

8 students.

PROGRAM DETAILS

 º Frequency: 4 group sessions/day - 20 lessons/week

 º Program duration: 1 week or more

 º Course availability: Monday - Friday

 º Spanish level: All levels; from beginner (A1) to proficient (C2)

 º Class duration: Each session lasts 45 minutes

 º Participants: Minimum 3 - maximum 10 students

 º Start dates: Any Monday, year-round

3 lessons per week
P PP

Online Spanish courses

Work on four interpretive and 
expressive skills while increasing your 
cultural knowledge.

Active learning methodology

Active learning is a didactic approach that aims to engage students 
with the lesson through discussions, case studies, problem solving, 
role plays, and more. Our Online Spanish classes have a distinctly 
communicative approach. This means our experienced teachers 
develop action-oriented activities and exercises, fostering students 
engagement and participation. Our dynamic lessons integrate all 
language learning skills, i.e.,reading, writing, speaking, and listening.

Reading Speaking ListeningWriting
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ONLINE PRIVATE CLASSES
THE SMART CHOICE: CREATE YOUR OWN PROGRAM

Tailor-made Online Private One-to-One Spanish classes are 

designed to meet your own academic needs. Private lessons are 

a great way to improve your Spanish where you need extra help. 

Improve your speaking with real time conversations! Also available 

Semi-Private classes for friends and family members and Specialized 

topic-specific private classes to fit your specific needs even more.

ONLINE DELE PREPARATION
CERTIFY YOUR SPANISH LEVEL COMFORTABLY FROM HOME

Our online DELE preparation course is perfect for curious, 

adventurous students who want to prepare for the DELE exam in 

the quickest way possible without moving from your home. Enroll 

in this preparation course and ensure your success with 20 sessions 

weekly topic-specific DELE lessons. At Enforex, our DELE Exam 

Preparation students have a pass rate of over 95%!

PROGRAM DETAILS

 º Frequency: 4 group sessions/day - 20 lessons/week

 º Program duration: Minimum 4 weeks

 º Course availability: Monday - Friday

 º Spanish level: All levels; from beginner (A1) to proficient (C2)

 º Class duration: Each lesson lasts 45 minutes

 º Participants: Minimum 3 - maximum 10 students

 º Start dates: April & October

P
20 lessons per week 1-20 lessons per week

P

PROGRAM DETAILS

 º Frequency: 1-4 private sessions/day - 1-20 lessons/week

 º Program duration: Flexible

 º Course availability: Monday - Friday

 º Spanish level: All levels; from beginner (A1) to proficient (C2)

 º Class duration: Each lesson lasts 45 minutes

 º Participants: Private; 1 student; Semi-private: 2 or 3 students per class

 º Start dates: Any Monday, year-round

“Our Online teaching method is based on interactive 
ways to get students speaking quickly. We believe 
in learning through first-hand experience, which 
is why our participation-oriented classes focus on 
empowering students.”

José Luis Balsalobre
Academic Coordinator
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HOMESTAY
HOST FAMILIES

The best way to experience the ultimate cultural 
exchange is by living with one of our friendly and 
caring hosts in their private home. Gain great 
insight into the local culture, make friendships that 
will last a lifetime, get to know the local customs 
and pick up colloquial expressions with ease. 

Enforex host families are located in central 
residential neighborhoods, close to our school 
facilities and next to public transportation so you 
can get around the city quickly. 

We select our host families very carefully and 
insure maximum quality control. 

STUDENT
RESIDENCE

Everyone who has experienced it agrees: living at a 
student’s residence will change your life. Stepping 
into the hallway to meet your friends, staying at 
home in good company, going out or having a serene 
place for some study time are some of the many 
perks of staying in a student residence.

A place to meet people from around the world, to 
make friendships that will last forever, to enjoy your 
stay to the fullest. A truly unique experience. With 
all of the Enforex advantages tailored to your needs. 
Wi-Fi, bed linens, towels, meals, weekly cleaning, 
and welcome amenities are included.  Kitchen and 
laundry facilities available.
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Wi-Fi 
Internet access

10-25 minutes 
from the school

Bedding and 
towels included

Welcome 
amenities

Special diets 
available

100%
Satisfaction 
guarantee

 

Sit back and relax. Whether you´re coming home to a host family, staying in 
one of our residences or shared apartments in the heart 

of the city, you will feel at home right away.

ACCOMMODATIONS

PRIVATE
APARTMENTS OR HOTEL

Our private apartments, fully furnished and centrally 
located, are a great option for those looking for more 

privacy and a relaxed environment. 

Or if you want us to help you find a comfortable 
hotel we  will be pleased to help you, contact us: 
info@enforex.com

SHARED
STUDENT APARTMENTS

Gain more independence by living in an Enforex 
shared apartment with fellow international 
students. All of our shared private apartments are 
centrally located, close to public transportation and 
near our schools. Choose between a single, double 
or triple room. 

This is the best option if you wish to make 
international friends and enjoy your Enforex 
experience with fellow students. Share your daily 
Spanish cultural adventures and make new friends 
for life. 

Watch what our students say...
Find out all about how our students live their experience with us

www.youtube.com/user/enforexschools  
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YOUR LOCAL CUSTOMER SERVICE COUNSELOR

Upon your arrival at our schools you will meet your local Enforex 
Counselor who will be your reference for anything you need.
From helping you get settled, signing up for activities and excursions, 
practicing sports, guiding you through local music and sports events, 
our counselors are eager to help.

ACTIVITIES

We organize a wide variety of activities in 
our schools so you can get to know the local 
culture, meet people and have fun! From 
visiting local food markets, strolling through 
historic streets with a local guide, museums, 
to dancing and cooking classes, there is always 
something fun to do outside of the classroom.

DIVE INTO A NEW CULTURE

The Enforex experience is all about diving into a new culture. 
We organize all types of activities and excursions for you to explore the 

local culture, meet people and open your mind to a different way of living.

Live, learn and explore a unique experience
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EXCURSIONS

Before and upon your arrival at our schools 
you will be able to sign up for a variety 
of excursions and tourist visits which are 
organized on a weekly basis by our staff. 
From visiting the Alhambra in Granada, 
to exploring the tropical gardens in Costa 
Rica, each of our destinations is unique.

SPORTS

Stay active during your time with us. Our 
counselors will be happy to help find the 
facilities for you to practice your favorite 
sports. From running to bodybuilding, 
from golf to sailing or ski and snowboard, 
yoga to pilates, all of our destinations are 
located in cities where sports are easily 
accessible. 
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ALICANTE
Alicante offers a picturesque Mediterranean destination which is ideal for studying Spanish. At the epicenter of the Costa Blanca, one 
of Europe’s most popular tourist destinations, Alicante has it all–pristine beaches, buzzing nightlife, a medieval fortress, a charming old 
quarter, great food and plenty of nature to explore. The architecture and details throughout the city are remnants of previous centuries, 
inspired by the Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans and later the Arabs. With so much to do and see, you will find yourself speaking Spanish 
effortlessly and loving your stay with Enforex Alicante! Visit any time of the year, the weather is always pleasant and sunny.
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“What I value the most from my experience at the school in Alicante was being able to put my 
Spanish into practice as soon as I stepped out of the classroom in bars and cafes around the 

city. Alicante is also a comfortable and small city; it’s easy to get around, there’s a great young 
vibe, and best of all, there’s sun and the beach right around the corner from the school!”

Jennifer Wilton  |  USA

Our school is a recently fully 
renovated building of the 20th 
century located in the heart of 
the city center of Alicante. In the 
old area with emblematic cultural 
buildings and near the City Hall of 
Alicante. Just one minute from the 
seaport and only five minutes from 
the beach!

ENFOREX ALICANTE   Our school   Gravina 15 | 03002 Alicante

Top experiences

TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Santa Barbara Castle

 º Tabarca Island

 º San Juan Beach

 º Postiguet Beach

 º Lucentum

 º Modern Art Museum

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Arroz a banda

 º Pericana

 º Borreta alicantina

 º Olleta

 º Mojama de atún

TOP FESTIVALS AND FIESTAS

 º Hogueras de San Juan

 º International Jazz Festival

 º Fiestas de Moros y Cristianos

 º Fallas de Valencia

Live our school

 º Small, boutique school with a unique 

familiar atmosphere

 º 6 spacious and well-lit classrooms

 º Lots of natural light and high ceilings

 º Spacious common areas Teacher’s 

meeting room, Library

 º Wi-Fi throughout the school

 º Air conditioning and central heating

 º Intensive Spanish 10, 20, 25

 º Super Intensive Spanish 30

 º Private classes

 º DELE Exam Preparation

 º SIELE Exam Preparation 

 º Spanish for 50+

Courses in Alicante
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Barcelona is a city that will grab you by the hand and pull you through a kaleidoscope of colors, then coax you through its Gothic Quarter 
while enjoying traditional tapas, and wake you up again with its fresh sea breezes and sunny skies. Feel fully alive while exploring more 
cultures than you can count, eating delicious gourmet food, and filling your senses through modern art and architecture, including the 
world-famous Gaudi. You’ll learn Spanish in Barcelona while becoming part of a cosmopolitan city that truly never sleeps and experiencing 
Spanish with new friends from around the globe.

BARCELONA
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“I fell in love with Barcelona, a unique cosmopolitan city. Every street, every corner, there 
was always something new to discover and learn. I met such a great group of friends. 

I cannot wait to see them all again soon.”

James Hickey  |  Ireland

Top experiences

TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º La Sagrada Familia 

 º Güell Park 

 º Casa Battló 

 º La Pedrera 

 º Picasso Museum

 º Miró Museum

 º Camp Nou

 º La Barceloneta

 º Figueiras

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Calcots

 º Escalivada

 º Butifarra

 º Crema catalana

 º Fideuas exqueixada

TOP FESTIVALS AND FIESTAS

 º Day of Sant Jordi 

 º Primavera Sound Festival

 º Formula One Spanish Grand Prix

 º Sonar Festival 

 º Day of Sant Joan

 º L’Alternativa Film Festival

Live our school

 º 40 modern classrooms with two large 

outdoor terraces where you can study 

or take a break. Located in the heart 

of central Barcelona, the “Eixample” 

district.

 º 6 metro stops and bus lines next to the 

school.

 º Walking distance from Las Ramblas, the 

university, cultural centers and Plaza de 

Cataluña.

Our school in Barcelona is a large, modern campus 
and offers a great learning environment in a quiet, 
residential neighborhood in the city center. Study 
Spanish in comfortable, large, bright classrooms 
and hang out in the modern common areas. Make 
new friends from around the world and try out 
all the new Spanish you’ve learned in the school’s 
large courtyard and terraces. After classes, when 
you wander into the city, you will find yourself 
smack dab in the middle of all the excitement in the 
gorgeous Eixample neighborhood.

ENFOREX BARCELONA   Our school   Diputación 92 | 08015 Barcelona

Plaça de Catalunya

Plaça d’Espanya

 º Intensive Spanish 10, 20, 25

 º Super Intensive Spanish 30

 º DELE Exam Preparation

 º SIELE Exam Preparation 

 º Business Spanish and Madrid 

Chamber of Commerce Exam 

Preparation

 º Private classes

 º Pathways program | PAU/PCE  

University Exam Preparation

 º Gap Year 

 º International Summer Camps

 º Junior Program

 º Family Program

 º Customized Group Program

 º Winter Break

 º Mediterranean and Spanish 

cooking

 º Flamenco or Latin dances

Courses in Barcelona
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Founded by the Phoenicians over 3,000 years ago, Cadiz is considered to be the oldest existing city in the western world. Due to its prime 
location on a peninsula-island, Cadiz has long been one of Spain’s premier ports. While its famously wild Carnival celebrations have certainly 
put Cadiz on the map, this city’s biggest draw is its laid-back, easy-going atmosphere. Great beaches, sweeping views of the sea and long, palm-
lined promenades complement the town’s lively bars, fantastic museums, bustling commercial activity, and jaw-dropping Cathedrals typical of 
any prized European city. Cadiz is in a league all of its own… it’s no wonder tourists and residents alike find it so hard to leave!

CADIZ
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“From the very first day, I felt right at home, exceeding all my expectations. I loved 
the great classrooms and small groups… big, light rooms create a friendly and cozy 

atmosphere. I miss the city, the teachers and the friends that I made in Cadiz every day!”

Ella Jörgenson  |  Sweden

Top experiences

TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Catedral de Cádiz

 º Playa de la Caleta

 º Puerta de Tierra

 º Iglesia de Santa Cruz

 º Teatro Romano

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Chicharrones de cadiz

 º Tortillitas de camarones

 º Ortiguillas fritas

 º Cazón en adobo

 º Carrillada

 º Pan de cadiz

TOP FESTIVALS AND FIESTAS

 º Cadiz carnivals

 º Jerez horse fair

 º Motorbike circuit in Jerez

 º Horse races in Sanlucar

 º Marine processions in honor   

of the Virgin of Mount Carmel

Live our school

 º Bright, comfortable classrooms with 

balconies 

 º 45-student capacity

 º Free Wi-Fi throughout the whole school

 º Library for borrowing books, videos and 

music to help you learn Spanish

 º A computer room with headphones, 

microphones and laptops

 º A cinema room

When you learn Spanish in Cadiz, you’ll benefit 
from the best location possible: right in the historic 
quarter, on a quiet, pedestrian-only street, just 
5 minutes from the beach! This partner school is 
set in a building constructed in 1886 with modern 
interior facilities. You’ll find everything you could 
need right in the vicinity: plazas, bars, shops, 
restaurants, cafes, etc. Enforex Cadiz stands out 
for its excellent extra-curricular activities program, 
student help department and cozy, friendly 
atmosphere.

ENFOREX CADIZ   Partner school

 º Intensive Spanish 20, 25  º Private classes  º Gap Year 

Courses in Cadiz
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GRANADA
You will fall in love with Granada right away. It has an undeniable energy complete with beautiful Moorish castles, Christian cathedrals, 
unique homes built inside caves and hidden cobblestone streets at the foothills of the snowcapped Sierra Nevada. Francisco de Ia Caza, a 
Mexican poet, famously captured our sentiment in his quote: “Give him alms, woman, for there is nothing worse in life than to be  blind in 
Granada.” Besides its history, architecture and beauty, what truly makes Granada an ideal destination to study Spanish is the local Andalu-
sian people, who are laid-back, friendly, warm, welcoming and always up for party. Sierra Nevada is a great ski resort and the beach is less 
than one hour away. Our recommendations? Go out, get lost and explore this magic city!
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“Granada is a very special and welcoming city where you can walk everywhere. My favorite 
place, without a doubt, was the Mirador de San Nicolás (lookout), with views of the 

magnificent Alhambra and the city. I also won’t forget how generous the bars were with 
their servings of tapas... I´m going home feeling so alive!” 

Yumi Ukai  |  Japan

The school has a residence with 90 modern bedrooms, 
located in the heart of El Realejo, the trendiest 
neighborhood in Granada, surrounded by lively 
restaurants and bars to enjoy the local gastronomy. You 
will have access to a gym, a library and study area next 
to our spacious patio, an amazing view of the Alhambra 
from our roof terrace, and a common area to mingle with 
international students. Once class is over, Granada’s top 
attractions are just a short walk away.

ENFOREX GRANADA   Our school   Palacios 13 | 18009 Granada

Top experiences

TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Alhambra

 º Sierra Nevada

 º Basílica San Juan de Dios

 º Patio de los Leones

 º Mirador de San Nicolás

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Piononos

 º Olla de San Antón

 º Tortilla del Sacromonte

 º Patatas a lo pobre

 º Remojón granadino

TOP LOCAL FIESTAS AND FESTIVALS

 º Holy Week in Granada

 º Corpus Christi

 º Cruces de Mayo

 º International Festival of Flamenco  

Music and Dance

Live our school

 º 24 lively and comfortable classrooms 

with a magical patio and common areas.

 º Located in the Realejo neighborhood, 

walking distance from the Alhambra.

 º Our student residence and language 

school are in the same building.

 º Our campus includes housing facilities 

with 90 single or double rooms with 

private bathrooms.

 º Intensive Spanish 10, 20, 25

 º Super Intensive Spanish 30

 º DELE Exam Preparation

 º SIELE Exam Preparation 

 º Private classes

 º Gap Year 

 º Junior Program

 º Customized Group Program

 º Winter Break

 º Mediterranean and Spanish 

cooking

 º Flamenco or Latin dances

 º Ski and snowboard

Courses in Granada
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MADRID
Madrid will keep you on your toes from the minute you arrive. No city on earth is more alive than Madrid. It is the perfect city to learn 
Spanish! The capital city offers endless options for entertainment, fun events and a vibrant restaurant scene. You will find just as much 
activity, energy and life at one, two or three in the morning as at six o’clock in the afternoon. Madrid is in the heart of the country, in the 
center of it all, and you’ll be swept away by everything there is to experience and explore in this incredible city. Madrid will welcome you 
with great museums, incredible sights and streets filled with electric movement and life. If you want to learn Spanish in the most exciting 
and effective approach, having incredible experiences along the way, Madrid is the city for you and Enforex is your school!
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“After class, my classmates and I go to Plaza de España on our way to enjoy the Madrid de los Austrias 
area and the San Miguel Market. It’s got a great vibe and we have the opportunity to meet a lot of 

Spanish people there next to the school. Also... they serve a lot of tapas and they’re really yummy!”

Anna Barkov  |  Russia

Our school in Madrid has been recently 
totally refurbished into a modern and 
stylish 2-storey building with ample 
natural light. Located in the university 
district, one of the best and liveliest 
neighborhoods in the city. Next to Plaza 
de España and walking distance to the 
main tourist attractions, including a 
popular shopping street that leads to the 
famous Gran Vía. 

Top experiences

TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Plaza Mayor

 º Prado Museum, Reina Sofia Museum

 º Palacio Real

 º Retiro Park

 º Plaza de Cibeles

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Cocido madrileño

 º Huevos rotos

 º Bocadillo de calamares

 º Callos a la madrileña

 º Churros con chocolate

TOP LOCAL FIESTAS AND FESTIVALS

 º The Holy Week 

 º World Pride Week

 º San Isidro

 º Three Kings Day

 º Sound Isidro Music Festival

Live our school
 º 38 classrooms, all with air-conditioning

 º Big lounge

 º Spacious area with vending machines

 º Computer area with Internet access and 

Wi-Fi throughout the school

 º Well-equipped library

 º Teachers’ room

 º Spacious central patio

ENFOREX MADRID   Our school   Baltasar Gracián 4 | 28015 Madrid

 º Intensive Spanish 10, 20, 25

 º Super Intensive Spanish 30

 º DELE Exam Preparation

 º SIELE Exam Preparation 

 º Business Spanish and Madrid 

Chamber of Commerce Exam 

Preparation

 º Private classes

 º Internship Program 

 º Spanish Teachers’ Training Lab

 º Pathways program | PAU/PCE  

University Exam Preparation

 º Gap Year 

 º International Summer Camps

 º Junior Program

 º Family Program

 º Customized Group Program

 º Winter Break

 º Yoga

 º Flamenco or Latin dances

Courses in Madrid

Plaza de España
Templo de Debod

Book at worldwide lowest price at:
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MALAGA
Malaga is Spain at its best: sunny, lively and fun. You’ll wake up to clear blue skies, the golden sun and the refreshing scent of green palm 
tree leaves and the Mediterranean’s salty air. It is a city where you can explore ancient ruins and go out for an avant-garde meal all in the 
same day. It has been reinvented in recent years without losing any of its history or old-world charm. From clapping your hands and swish-
ing your skirts (or stomping your feet) along with the jaw dropping flamenco you’ll see; to savoring a cup of gazpacho so bursting with flavor 
you wouldn’t believe it’s made from so few ingredients; to exploring the incredible Spanish art at the museums that fill the city; to getting 
your hands dirty on a hike into the beautiful surrounding hills… Malaga is a place that will exhilarate you as you learn Spanish.
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“I was lucky to have been able to learn Spanish in one of the school’s outside classrooms 
since the weather and the beaches were great. The best part of learning Spanish in Malaga 

is being able to interact with so many Spanish people from there. The people there are very 
open and friendly! It was a dream: a beautiful old city and beach.”

Bianca Bombo  |  Italy

Our school in Malaga is in a beautiful, 
four-story historic building that has been 
recently fully restored and refurnished. 
Located in the heart of the city in one of 
the main central streets and a 5-minute 
walk to the beach and next to the Thyssen 
Museum, the school is in a lively and 
charming neighborhood where you can 
enjoy real Spanish Culture and Life. 

ENFOREX MALAGA   Our school   Carretería 84 | 29008 Malaga

Top experiences

TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Cathedral of Malaga

 º Picasso Museum

 º MAUS Museum

 º Alcazaba

 º Castillo de Gibralfaro

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Gazpachuelo malagueño

 º Plato de los Montes de Málaga

 º Porra antequerana

 º Fritura malagueña

 º Ajoblanco

TOP LOCAL FIESTAS AND FESTIVALS

 º The Holy Week 

 º Feria de Agosto

 º Fiesta de San Juan

 º Fiesta de la Virgen del Carmen

Live our school

 º 24 sunny and spacious classrooms, 

 º Located in the heart of the city center, 

surrounded by a beautiful patio full of 

Andalusian columns and architecture.

 º Walking distance from the beach and all 

the main tourist attractions.

 º Numerous local street markets, 

museums, shops, cafes and restaurants 

in the vicinity.

Museo Picasso

Museo 
Carmen Thyssen

 º Intensive Spanish 10, 20, 25

 º Super Intensive Spanish 30

 º DELE Exam Preparation

 º SIELE Exam Preparation 

 º Business Spanish and Madrid 

Chamber of Commerce Exam 

Preparation

 º Private classes

 º Spanish Teachers´ Training Lab

 º Pathways program | PAU/PCE  

University Exam Preparation

 º Gap Year 

 º International Summer Camps

 º Junior Program

 º Spanish for 50+

 º Family Program

 º Customized Group Program

 º Winter Break

 º Mediterranean and Spanish 

cooking

 º Flamenco or Latin dances

Courses in Malaga
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MARBELLA
For most people Marbella is synonymous with luxury and glamor, an exclusive place where you can enjoy a stroll among high-end cars 
and impressive yachts. But Marbella is also a quaint and charming Andalusian village filled with tradition and Spain’s old-world beauty. 
Marbella’s bright white streets filled with flowers, charming courtyards and beautiful forged lattices hold secret corners and hidden 
treasures just waiting to be explored. Walking through Marbella will introduce you to the many sides of Spain. It will show you the Spain 
that basks on the shores of the Mediterranean, the Spain that dazzles with its traditional beauty, the one whose centuries of history have 
left their mark no matter where you look. With warm and sunny weather all year round, it is always great to visit Marbella.
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“My time at Enforex Marbella was amazing. I learned a lot of Spanish and was able 
to connect with locals. The school is next to the beach where I used to go everyday.”

Pierre Durand  |  France

Our boutique school in Marbella 
is less than a 5-minute walk to 
the beach. Enjoy our classrooms 
and sun-drenched patios. Take 
a break in our terraces and 
common areas and feel the 
lively atmosphere and the ocean 
breeze of the Mediterranean all 
day long.

ENFOREX MARBELLA   Our school   Ricardo Soriano 43 | 29600 Marbella

Top experiences

TOP SIGHTS TO VISIT

 º Puerto Banús

 º Basílica de Vega del Mar

 º Dunas de Cabopino

 º Plaza de los Naranjos

 º Ralli Museum

Explore also other beautiful cities such as

 º Ronda

 º Nerja

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Gambas al pilpil

 º Fritura malagueña

 º Espetos de sardinas

 º Boquerones fritos

 º Sopa campera

TOP LOCAL FIESTAS AND FESTIVALS

 º The Holy Week 

 º Romería de la Cruz de Juanar

 º International Art Fair

 º San Juan Night

Live our school

 º 16 comfortable classrooms with  

big terraces.

 º Located in the heart of the city center, 

5-minute walk to the beach, local cafes 

and restaurants, great shopping areas. 

 º Intensive Spanish 10, 20, 25

 º Super Intensive Spanish 30

 º DELE Exam Preparation

 º SIELE Exam Preparation 

 º Private classes

 º Gap Year 

 º International Summer Camps

 º Junior Program

 º Spanish for 50+

 º Family Program

 º Customized Group Program

 º Winter Break

 º Golf or tennis

 º Yoga

 º Flamenco or Latin dances

Courses in Marbella
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SALAMANCA
Salamanca’s sandstone buildings glow golden throughout the day, reminding us that underneath its lively college atmosphere it has a 
remarkable history that dates back to the third century. As a relatively small city, Salamanca is conveniently walkable, full of impressive 
sites and alive at all hours of the night thanks to Spain’s oldest university and its Spanish and international population. And great news for 
Spanish learners-most people consider the dialect spoken here to be the purest form of Castilian! Located just two hours from the capital 
city of Madrid and just under three hours from Toledo (another UNESCO World Heritage Site) Salamanca is the perfect city to explore 
nearby landmarks and surrounding villages, mountains and lakes.
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“My time at Enforex was a truly amazing Experience. It was not just a language school, but a diverse 
community where people of all ages, backgrounds and nationalities brought a story to tell. 

We eventually learned how to tell these stories in Spanish, 
and could even use the correct conjugations!”

Julia Benz  |  Germany

The school is a renovated and 
modernized former 16th century 
monastery, but parts of the ancient 
stone walls have been purposefully left 
exposed. The classrooms are structured 
in a circle around the central patio, where 
students can step outside for a breath of 
fresh air between classes. Just a 5-minute 
walk from the famous Plaza Mayor where 
you can enjoy the unique university vibe.

ENFOREX SALAMANCA   Our school   Placentinos 2 | 37008 Salamanca  

Top experiences

TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º New Cathedral

 º Old Cathedral

 º Plaza Mayor

 º Salamanca University

 º Convento de San Esteban

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Carne de morucha

 º Lentejas de la Armuña

 º Hornazo

 º Chanfaina

 º Rosquillas de Ledesma

TOP LOCAL FIESTAS AND FESTIVALS

 º San Juan de Sahagún

 º Día de las Águedas

 º Holy Week of Salamanca

 º Lunes de aguas

Live our school

 º A 16th century renovated monastery

 º 17 bright, sunny classrooms

 º Library and multimedia room with Wi-Fi 

(access throughout the school)

 º Entrance school through a lovely rustic 

courtyard

 º Big garden

 º Adjoining cafeteria

 º Intensive Spanish 10, 20, 25

 º Super Intensive Spanish 30

 º DELE Exam Preparation

 º SIELE Exam Preparation 

 º Business Spanish and Madrid 

Chamber of Commerce Exam 

Preparation

 º Private classes

 º Spanish Teachers´ Training Lab

 º Gap Year 

 º International Summer Camps

 º Junior Program

 º Spanish for 50+

 º Family Program

 º Customized Group Program

 º Winter Break

 º Mediterranean and Spanish 

cooking

 º Flamenco or Latin dances

Courses in Salamanca

Casa de las Conchas

Plaza Mayor

Catedral de Salamanca

Universidad de 
Salamanca
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SEVILLE
Study Spanish in Seville and dive head-first into all the heat of the flamenco dance, color and passion of Andalusia’s capital city. Seville is 
the exotic, sultry, slow-burning ardor of Spain. The city is alive with history and pulsing with culture: just let your senses guide you! From 
its unique Islamic and Mudéjar architecture, brightly-tiled patios and rustic Jewish quarter; the clickety-clack of horses leisurely drawing 
carriages and the impassioned wails of Flamenco singers; the fragrant smell of orange blossoms on picturesque, tree-lined streets. There’s 
nowhere else in the world quite like it. Come experience Seville for yourself and be seduced by the city’s old-world charm, lively color and 
irresistible charisma.
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“Seville is amazing and lively. The people are very welcoming and 
warm and they even showed me how to dance flamenco. Ole! “

James Jones  |  Australia

The school is in the historic city 
center amidst the most typical and 
vibrant neighborhoods. Our recently 
renovated, scenic Andalusian style 
palace includes a 400 m2 green terrace 
with panoramic views of the city and 
the Giralda. Walk through the streets, 
mingle with the locals and become a 
true Sevillian.

ENFOREX SEVILLE   Our school   Pastor y Landero 35 | 41001 Seville

Top experiences 

TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º La Giralda

 º Alcázar

 º Hospital de los Venerables Sacerdotes

 º Casa de Salinas

 º Palacio de Las Dueñas

 º María Luisa Park

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Bull’s tail

 º Flamenquines

 º Gazpacho

 º Pescaíto frito

 º Huevos a la flamenca

TOP LOCAL FIESTAS AND FESTIVALS

 º The Holy Week

 º Feria de Abril

 º Corpus Christi

 º El Rocío

Live our school

 º 20 airy and sunny classrooms.

 º Located in the city center and by the Plaza 

de Toros and Torre del Oro by the river.

 º Walking distance from the river promenade.

 º Next to public transportation.

 º Next to a local shopping area filled with 

restaurants and cafes.

 º Intensive Spanish 10, 20, 25

 º Super Intensive Spanish 30

 º DELE Exam Preparation

 º SIELE Exam Preparation 

 º Business Spanish and Madrid 

Chamber of Commerce Exam 

Preparation

 º Private classes

 º Gap Year 

 º Customized Group Program

 º Flamenco or Latin dances

Courses in Seville
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TENERIFE
Study Spanish in Tenerife and be enchanted by the “Island of Eternal Spring”. Situated off the west coast of Africa, Santa Cruz de Tenerife is the 
bold, vivacious gem of the Canary Islands. Both its natural and man-made beauty will astound you. Tenerife is a nature lover’s paradise, with 
diverse sceneries ranging from rugged, mountainous volcanic landscapes, hot black sand beaches to tropical jungles! It’s no wonder that Tenerife 
attracts five million visitors a year: between its perfect spring-like climate, its formidable Mount Teide (the highest peak in all of Spain!) and its 
infinitely joyous and world-famous Carnival, you’re guaranteed to have an unforgettable and vibrant cultural immersion in Tenerife.
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“It was a great experience and Enforex was the most beautiful school in the world! 
A boutique school with very good professors who truly care.”

Celeste Celes  |  Brazil

The boutique school is located on the 
sea promenade and is a traditional 
Canary Island-style building. The 
school is cozy, familiar, and hosts a 
central courtyard full of nature. Enjoy 
the pleasure of studying in one of the 
most beautiful islands in the world, 
Tenerife, one of the Canary Islands 
with perfect weather and amazing 
natural landscapes. 

ENFOREX TENERIFE   Our school   Cristobal Colón 14 | 38400 Puerto de la Cruz

Top experiences

TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Jandin Botanico

 º Lago Martianez

 º Castillo San Felipe

 º Loro Park

 º  Playa Jardín

 º Sitio Litre

 º Parque Taoro

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Papas arrugadas con mojo

 º Sancocho canario de cherne

 º Plátano canario

 º Gofio

TOP LOCAL FIESTAS AND FESTIVALS

 º Carnival

 º Holy Week

 º Romería 

Live our school

 º 10 sunny and lively classrooms.

 º Big and luminous central patio.

 º Local architecture and an excellent 

location right in the heart of Puerto de 

la Cruz.

 º Short walk away from beautiful sandy 

beaches and recreational areas.

 º Public transportation at  the door.

 º Intensive Spanish  20, 25

 º Super Intensive Spanish 30

 º DELE Exam Preparation

 º SIELE Exam Preparation 

 º Private classes

 º Gap Year 

 º International Summer Camps

 º Spanish for 50+

 º Customized Group Program

 º Winter Break

 º Scuba diving

 º Flamenco or Latin dances

Courses in Tenerife
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VALENCIA
Valencia is a city that will enchant you with its young, hip vibe and then pull you deep into Spanish with its history, tradition, pride and old-
world Spanish feel. Amazing street art juxtaposed with incredible ancient architecture give you a sense of the artistic side of this city; fields 
filled with fresh fruit and vegetables and horse-drawn carriages give you glimpses into Spain’s past; saffron-bright paella and cool, sweet 
horchata teach you Spanish through taste. From the indescribable light in the afternoons, to its heart pounding festivals (la mascletà during 
las Fallas is something that can only be felt), to the captivating, Star-Wars-picturesque City of Arts and Sciences, Valencia is a place where 
you will learn Spanish through experience.
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“When it comes to the school, I loved that there was so much natural light in the 
classrooms with a nice garden and it is next to the University of Valencia. When it comes 

to the city, I decided to choose Valencia because it was a big cultural city with nice beaches 
but relaxed at the same time. The teachers brought us to new places all the time, each one 

more beautiful than the last!”

Chao Xing  |  China

Our modern school in Valencia is located in 
the lively University District, ten minutes 
from the city center and 5 minutes from 
the beach. There you will find plenty of 
opportunities to make Spanish friends. 
Head straight to the beautiful beaches or 
enjoy the cosmopolitan atmosphere and 
unique traditions of one of the trendiest 
cities in Spain.

ENFOREX VALENCIA   Our school   Facultades 3 | 46021 Valencia

Top experiences

TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Ciudad de las Artes y las Ciencias

 º Bellas Artes Museum

 º Cathedral

 º Central Market

 º La Lonja

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Paella

 º Esgarraet

 º Anguilas en all i pebre

 º Arroz con costra

 º Arroz a banda

 º Mona de pascuas

TOP LOCAL FIESTAS AND FESTIVALS

 º Las Fallas

 º Noche de San Juan

 º La Tomatina

 º Moros y Cristianos

Live our school
 º 24 luminous and spacious classrooms

 º Located in the university city across 

from a big garden.

 º Next to restaurants, recreational 

centers, coffee shops and university life

 º 5-minute walk from the beach.

 º Steps away from public transportation.

 º Intensive Spanish 10, 20, 25

 º Super Intensive Spanish 30

 º DELE Exam Preparation

 º SIELE Exam Preparation 

 º Business Spanish and Madrid 

Chamber of Commerce Exam 

Preparation

 º Private classes

 º Spanish Teachers´ Training Lab

 º Gap Year 

 º International Summer Camps

 º Junior Program

 º Spanish for 50+

 º Family Program

 º Customized Group Program

 º Winter Break

 º Flamenco or Latin dances

Courses in Valencia
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Camps
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BARCELONA BEACH 64

BARCELONA CENTRO 65

MADRID 66

MALAGA 67

MARBELLA CENTRO 68

MARBELLA LAS CHAPAS 69

MARBELLA ELVIRIA 70

SALAMANCA 71

VALENCIA 72

SPAIN

INTERNATIONAL 
SUMMER CAMPS

TOP DESTINATIONS

MIXED WITH 60% 
SPANISH STUDENTS 

AGES 5 TO 18 
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Our activity program is 
designed to ensure campers’ 
participation in as many 
age-appropriate sports, 
workshops and recreational 
pursuits as possible.

All-inclusive
Classes, accommodation, activities, 

excursions, sports, workshops, 24/7 

supervision...
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ABOUT ENFOREX 
INTERNATIONAL SUMMER CAMPS

6 TOP DESTINATIONS
Barcelona | Madrid 
Malaga | Marbella
Salamanca | Valencia 

INNOVATIVE TEACHING 
METHODOLOGY
Enforex is internationally 
recognized for its innovative 
language teaching methodology

65,000+
STUDENTS 
Students have attended our 
cultural immersion summer 
program in Spain

Share your experience with 60% Spanish students, 
and the other 40% of our campers which represent over 80 nationalities. 

A true global community is created where differences are celebrated. 

RECREATIONAL
ACTIVITIES

 º Contests and Treasure hunts

 º Nighttime shows: music, theater, talent, 
costume…

 º Theme days: Cowboys and Indians, 60’s, 
Medieval Times…

 º Traditional camping games

 º Camp “discos”

 º Nighttime games and Scary-Theme Night

INDIVIDUAL AND  
TEAM SPORTS

 º Basketball

 º Volleyball

 º Handball

 º Baseball

 º Water polo

 º Aerobics

 º Olympics

 º Capoeira

 º Archery

 º Badminton

 º Bowling

 º Darts

 º Hockey

 º Frisbee

 º Indiaca

 º Rock climbing

CULTURAL 
WORKSHOPS

 º Journalism

 º Arts and Crafts

 º Music and Percussion

 º Flamenco and Sevillanas

 º Ballroom Dancing

 º Life Saving

 º Theater

 º Cooking

CULTURAL 
EXCURSIONS

At least one full-day and two partial-

day excursions will be organized for 

each two-week period to nearby 

sites of interest. These trips are a 

good way to introduce students 

to the great diversity of Spanish 

culture, food and geography and aim 

to take full advantage of the special 

attractions around each camp city.

SUPERVISION AND 
24/7 CAMPER CARE

Our top priority is the campers’ safety and 
well-being. Our staff oversees that each 
camper has a balanced diet or one adapted 
to their needs, that they are getting enough 
sleep and are in good overall health.

CHOOSE FROM A VARIETY 
OF ACTIVITIES, SPORTS AND 
EXCURSIONS

Camp activities done in multicultural groups 
instill the values of teamwork and individual 
responsibility while participants enjoy 
and create friendships. We also know that 
learning takes place both inside and outside 
the classroom, which is why our camps include 
excursions to immerse the campers in the 
Spanish way of life and let them experience 
Spain like a local.

HAVE FUN 
LEARNING SPANISH

Project-Based Learning is a teaching 
methodology that allows students to 
acquire knowledge by responding to real-life 
situations. It improves children’s social skills, 
fosters public speaking and improves critical 
thinking by creating an environment where 
they are constantly exchanging ideas, opinions 
and information.

“I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do 
and I understand.” - Chinese proverb

PROVEN EXPERIENCE 

For the past 34 years, Enforex has offered 
Residential, Homestay and Day Summer 
Camps during July and August. Our camp 
leaders have an average of 8 years of work 
experience and are officially certified as camp 
counselors and leaders. In fact, many of our 
teachers, counselors, and camp leaders are 
former Enforex campers.

LIVE WITH 60% 
OF SPANISH STUDENTS 
A TRUE MULTICULTURAL 
ENVIRONMENT

Our campers come from more than 80 
countries, which creates a uniquely diverse 
environment for developing linguistic and 
interpersonal skills. By bringing together 
students from all over the world, these 
courses allow international youths to make 
Spanish friends their age, acquire a profound 
understanding of the Spanish way of life and 
increase their awareness of a variety of world 
cultures.

QUALITY SERVICE

Our advisors are happy to recommend the 
best summer camps according to campers’ 
interests, goals, motivations, needs, age and 
time restraints. In addition to courses and 
activities, we offer services such as airport 
shuttle service, accommodation options and 
meal plans. Our advisors are standing by to 
help to create your perfect itinerary and an 
unforgettable summer experience! 
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All-inclusive Program: 
20 Spanish or English classes per week, accommodation, full board, sports, activities,

workshops, excursions, 4 meals/day, books, study materials, health insurance, 24/7 supervision

EXCEPTIONAL TEACHERS
We know the difference a great teacher makes in language learning. 

All of our teachers hold specialist teaching qualifications and have an 

average of eight to ten years of teaching experience. Their enthusiasm, 

creativity and dedication to students’ success is what makes Enforex 

teachers stand out.

EARN A LANGUAGE CERTIFICATE
Each student will receive a certificate and detailed evaluation on their 

last day of camp. 

INNOVATIVE AND PERSONALIZED   
TEACHING METHODOLOGY
Our proven teaching method is based on project and action learning. A 

hands-on method where students gain confidence and enjoy learning 

Spanish while working on real-life projects. 

Students will work in teams, brainstorm about their project, evaluate 

solutions, assign roles to each member, decide on the media in which to 

present the project (video, photos, poster, presentation, etc.), choose 

the materials needed, budget and manage their time. Meanwhile, they 

learn and improve their leadership skills, teamwork, communication 

skills, emotional intelligence, and confidence.  

LANGUAGE CLASSES

Enforex has developed its own teaching methodology 
which has proved to be very successful. Our teaching 
approach is designed to build each student’s confidence 
and fluency in speaking Spanish naturally and 
spontaneously.

This teaching methodology is inspired by project-based 
learning which develops not just linguistic skills in the 
context of language immersion, but also essential strengths 
such as critical thinking, creativity and teamwork. In 
addition, we offer a great framework to make language 
learning more fun and enjoyable at any age.

CHOOSE YOUR PROGRAM

DAY CAMP 

This option is perfect for campers who 
live nearby or are traveling in Spain with 
their families. Students will be able to 
enjoy fun activities, language classes and 
new international friends during the day 
and return to their families in the evening. 
Students still reap the same great benefits as 
overnight campers when they are at camp.

HOMESTAY PROGRAM

Students 14 years of age and up can choose 
to become part of a Spanish family with our 
homestay program. This is a great option 
for students who are interested in a truly 
authentic Spanish experience. All of our 
enthusiastic families are carefully selected 
in order to ensure that they share the 
same core values as we do and are friendly, 
welcoming and passionate about helping 
our students learn and grow from their 
Enforex summer.

RESIDENCE CAMP

The residential stay embodies the essence 
of our summer language camp philosophy: 
by living and being mixed with 60% Spanish 
and international students, studying, playing 
and practicing languages together 24 hours 
a day in a totally multicultural environment, 
campers will learn interpersonal and 
linguistic skills to last a lifetime. When they 
choose our ‘star’ program, Spanish and 
international campers are only separated 
during the morning language classes.
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SOCCER

16 SESSIONS PER TWO-WEEK PERIOD

BARCELONA, MADRID, MALAGA, 
MARBELLA, AND VALENCIA

Our specialized coaches give sessions 
keeping the age and ability of each 
student in mind.

Sports activities are included in 
all of our camps. If you’d like to 
add other sports, here are the 
options we offer:

HORSEBACK RIDING

12 SESSIONS PER TWO-WEEK PERIOD

MADRID, MARBELLA, AND 
SALAMANCA

Depending on their level, students are 
taught various riding techniques, such 
as mounting, how to properly sit on 
a horse, galloping, trotting and other 
skills. Campers don’t need any special 
equipment or clothing.
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SAILING AND WATER SPORTS

12 SESSIONS PER TWO-WEEK PERIOD

VALENCIA (Sailing)

8 SESSIONS PER TWO-WEEK PERIOD

VALENCIA (Windsurfing and Standup 

paddleboarding)  AND BARCELONA 
(Sailing, Standup paddleboarding, 

Windsurfing and Canoeing)

Enforex Camps offers the possibility to 
combine several aquatic disciplines or 
to simply go sailing. Students will enjoy 
an exhilarating experience in a safe and 
controlled environment.

TENNIS

12 SESSIONS PER TWO-WEEK PERIOD

BARCELONA, MADRID, 
MARBELLA, AND SALAMANCA

PADDLE TENNIS

12 SESSIONS PER TWO-WEEK PERIOD

MADRID, MALAGA, MARBELLA, 
AND SALAMANCA

Paddle tennis is a sport that’s 
becoming increasingly popular. 
Sessions are given at Green Life in 
Marbella, at Colegio Unamuno’s 
great facilities in Malaga, and at 
facilities in the city center in Madrid 
and Salamanca. Sessions are given by 
professionals at all camps.

GOLF

18 SESSIONS PER TWO-WEEK PERIOD

MARBELLA

Marbella is a complete paradise 
for golf lovers. Our students are 
introduced to the world of golf by the 
professionals who give their sessions 
at Green Life in Marbella.

SWIMMING

8 SESSIONS PER TWO-WEEK PERIOD

MARBELLA LAS CHAPAS AND 
ELVIRIA

Kids and teens who want to learn how to 
swim or perfect their technique can enjoy 
swimming sessions at our school’s pool.

Additional sports

Sports to choose from
++

63

Tennis is one of the most complete 
types of exercise. Tennis sessions are 
given in centers very close to the camps 
such as at the impressive Greenlife 
Marbella in Marbella, at the Centro 
Olímpico Vall d’Hebrón in Barcelona, 
at facilities in the center of the city in 
Madrid, and at the Campo de Tiro y 
Deportes in Salamanca. 
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Our camps include several daily 
activities. Campers looking for an 
additional experience can choose 
one of the following options:
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Additional activities

Activities to choose from

CREATIVITY AND THEATER

12 SESSIONS PER TWO-WEEK PERIOD

MALAGA AND MARBELLA,

Promoting creativity is essential for 
developing an open mind capable 
of seeing opportunities instead of 
barriers. In this workshop campers 
will also work on active listening, 
spontaneity, confidence and self-
assurance.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND 
LEADERSHIP

12 SESSIONS PER TWO-WEEK PERIOD

MADRID

We inspire kids to imagine, dream and 
create their own business from scratch 
so they can turn their passions (no 
matter what that might be!) into a full-
time job one day. By developing good 
public speaking skills early on, campers 
gain over other valuable skills that will 
help them defend academically and 
professionally through their lives.

YOGA

12 SESSIONS PER TWO-WEEK PERIOD

MADRID, MALAGA, MARBELLA, 
AND SALAMANCA

Yoga is known to improve flexibility, 
self-esteem, healthy habits, focus 
and mental health. Our sessions are 
fun (and sometimes silly!), taught by 
experienced instructors that love 
sharing their practice with children.

MODERN DANCE

12 SESSIONS PER TWO-WEEK PERIOD

MALAGA AND MARBELLA

Get down and funky! Modern 
dance class with Enforex is great for 
energetic kids of all levels and abilities. 
Our wonderful teachers are trained to 
work with kids and bring out the best 
in even the shiest dancer.

+

SEMI-PRIVATE 
INTENSIVE SPANISH

10 SESSIONS PER ONE-WEEK PERIOD

ALL CAMPS

If you want to increase your number 
of Spanish classes, Enforex Camps 
makes it possible. Classes are held in 
the afternoon in small groups of up to 
3 students.

24-HOUR
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What to expect
The camp is located just a few minutes from 
the heart of Barcelona, in Castelldefels, 
which offers more than 5 kilometers of 
fine-sand beaches. It lies right on the coast, 
between the Mediterranean Sea and the 
landscapes of Garraf Natural Park.

Castelldefels, the best beach in Barcelona, is 
recognized as a Sports Tourism Destination 
by the Catalan Tourism Agency, making it 
an ideal place to live if you are a lover of 
outdoor activities. The student residence 
is located within the UPC university in the 
metropolitan area of Barcelona and very 
well connected: 10 minutes by car from the 
airport, 15 minutes by train or car from the 
center of Barcelona and 10 minutes from 
the beach by foot.

Quick facts
 º Ages: 5 to 18 years old

 º Dates: July and August

 º Programs: Residence camp, Day camp, or 
classes only

 º Students: 80% international students and 
20% Spanish students

 º Capacity: 180 students

 º Accommodation: Comfortable single 
or double rooms with air conditioning. 
Exterior rooms with private bathroom 

Facilities
 º A modern building on a university campus 

surrounded by green areas near the beach

 º Spacious and bright single or double 
rooms with all the comforts, air 
conditioning and private bathroom

 º Located in a natural environment ideal 
for sports and activities on the university 
campus

 º Terrace with access to gardens

 º Next to the Olympic Canal to do water 
activities

ENFOREX CAMP BARCELONA BEACH

BARCELONA BEACH 
 “I really liked meeting people from all over the world at the camp. But the best thing of all was going to the beach 
almost every day with my new Spanish friends.” 

ALARIC, Germany  |  14 years old

Olympic champions

66

Optional Sports

 º Soccer

 º Tennis 

 º Sailing and  

Water sports

Optional Activities

 º Semi-private Intensive 

Spanish classes

Excursions

 º Tossa de Mar

 º Pals 

 º Cadaqués y Gerona

 º Sitges

 º Tarragona

 º Castelldefels

 º Sagrada Familia and 

Park Güell 

 º Pueblo Español
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BARCELONA CENTRO 

What to expect
Students ages 14 to 18 looking for the best 
urban summer camp experience are sure to 
love our camp in the center of Barcelona.

Our campus is located in a safe area in the 
heart of the city, close to the beach and port. 
Students feel at home in our elegant, modern 
facilities where they’ll live together with 
other motivated teens from around the world. 
Thanks to our central location in Barcelona’s 
famous Gothic neighborhood, it’s easy for 
campers to spend their free time going out 
and exploring every corner of the city. They 
make the most of their time in this legendary 
Mediterranean metropolis, embracing a 
complete cultural immersion. 

ENFOREX CAMP BARCELONA CENTRO

Quick facts
 º Ages: 14 to 18 years old

 º Dates: July and August

 º Programs: Residence camp, Day camp, or 
classes only

 º Students: 80% international students and 
20% Spanish students

 º Capacity: 100 students

 º Accommodation: Comfortable single or 
double rooms with private bathroom.

Window to modernism

“The best part for me was meeting people from all over the world in one place. I learned more Spanish in two weeks than 
my whole life in class at my school.”  RAFAELA, Brazil  |  17 years old

Optional Sports

 º Soccer

 º Tennis 

 º Sailing and  

Water sports

Optional Activities

 º Semi-private Intensive 

Spanish classes

Excursions

 º Tossa de Mar

 º Pals 

 º Cadaqués y Gerona

 º Sitges

 º Tarragona

 º Castelldefels

 º Sagrada Familia and 

Park Güell 

 º Pueblo Español

Facilities
 º Modern building on the University of 

Barcelona campus

 º In the heart of the city, near the beach 
and port.

 º All rooms are exterior and fully equipped 
for your comfort

 º Wi-Fi in all studios and common areas

 º Fitness Room
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Leaders of tomorrow
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MADRID

Optional Sports

 º Soccer

 º Tennis

 º Paddle tennis

 º Horseback riding

Optional Activities

 º Robotics

 º Creativity

 º Yoga

 º Debate and Public Speaking

 º Entrepreneurship and 
Leadership

 º Semi-private Intensive 

Spanish classes

Excursions

 º Toledo 

 º Ávila

 º Segovia

 º Salamanca

 º The Prado and Reina 

Sofía Museums

What to expect
The multicultural energy of Madrid and its 
location in the center of Spain are enough 
reasons to choose it as the perfect setting for 
a different summer. If, in addition, you add the 
modern facilities of the prestigious Francisco 
de Vitoria University, it would be difficult 
to find a more well-rounded destination. 
Our campers love to have a great time doing 
sports on the tennis, paddle and basketball 
courts, soccer fields or in the pool, and they 
can even play beach volleyball.

The atmosphere of an international university 
campus just 15 minutes from the Madrid 
city center combined with our enthusiastic 
staff create a really fun atmosphere where 
campers are encouraged to grow personally, 
to learn other languages, to interact with 
other cultures, and to explore the world 
around them, starting with Madrid.

ENFOREX CAMP MADRID  

Quick facts
 º Ages: 5 to 18 years old       

 º Dates: July

 º Programs: Residence camp, Homestay 

program, Day camp, or classes only

 º Students: 40% international students and 
60% Spanish students

 º Capacity: 180 students

 º Accommodation: Comfortable single or 
shared double rooms with air conditioning. 
Every room has a private bathroom

Facilities
 º American-style campus, surrounded by 

gardens

 º Sports fields, swimming pool in the vicinity, 
tennis and paddle tennis courts, soccer 
fields, gym

 º Common areas, TV room, computer room

 º Bright and spacious single and double 
rooms with all the amenities needed for a 
comfortable stay

 º Nearby horseback riding facilities

“My first day was much better than I had even imagined… I had just arrived and had already met new 
friends! The best day was celebrating my birthday together with friends from so many countries. I am 
sure I will never forget these memories!”  ALARIC, Germany  |  14 years old
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MALAGA

What to expect
If you want a summer camp in a quintessential 
Spanish seaside town, Malaga is a great 
option. The Mediterranean Sea is just a 
20-minute walk from our summer camp, 
where students love to soak up the Andalusian 
sun. Our camp is the most recognized 
boarding school in Malaga. Called Miguel de 
Unamuno, it is ideally located in a privileged 
residential neighborhood and offers great 
classrooms and sports facilities for track and 
field as well as paddle tennis, complete with 
a pool and all kinds of additional sports fields 
and courts (soccer, basketball, etc.). 

And like always, our enthusiastic staff is highly 
trained and qualified to provide the best 
summer camp imaginable!

ENFOREX CAMP MALAGA

Quick facts
 º Ages: 12 to 18 years old

 º Dates: June, July, and August

 º Programs: Residence camp, Day camp, or 
classes only

 º Students: 40% international students and 
60% Spanish students

 º Capacity: 170 students

 º Accommodation: Comfortable double 
and triple rooms with air conditioning. 
Each room has a private bathroom

Finding balance

“I loved being with my new friends! Every single day we had different things to do like games, excursions, trips, campfires, 
handicrafts, workshops… I have had a very good time,  I have met new friends and I am very happy about all the 
international friends I made.”  SANNA, Sweden  |  14 years old
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Optional Sports

 º Paddle tennis

 º Soccer

Optional Activities

 º Creativity

 º Modern dance

 º Theater

 º Yoga

 º Semi-private Intensive 

Spanish classes

Excursions

 º Seville

 º Granada

 º La Alhambra

 º Tarifa

 º Ronda

 º Marbella and Puerto 

Banús

Facilities
 º Bright and spacious rooms in one of 

Spain’s top boarding schools

 º A natural environment conducive to 
learning and adventure

 º A nearby beach

 º Game room, computer room, TV room, 
common areas

 º Gym, soccer field, swimming pool, 
obstacle course, paddle tennis courts, 
basketball courts
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What to expect
The first of our three summer camps in 
Marbella, Marbella Centro, is a great option 
for older teens. It was specifically designed 
to give students 14 to 18 years old more 
independence and easy access to explore 
the city. It includes beautiful green areas 
that create a relaxed environment perfect 
for learning. 

Our excellent facilities include a big pool 
and many multi-use sports fields and courts. 
The camp is just a 15 -minute walk from 
the sparkling Mediterranean Sea and only a 
5-minute walk from the city’s lovely historic 
quarter. Its ideal location is perfect for 
students to experience Andalusian culture 
and give them the opportunity to learn 
Spanish around the clock.

Facilities
 º Modern facilities with all of the amenities, 

surrounded by nature

 º Common areas, TV and video room, 
conference room

 º Nearby beach in the heart of Malaga, near 
the beach

 º Pool, multi-sport fields, tennis courts

 º First-class facilities for playing soccer, 
tennis, paddle tennis, with golf and 
horseback riding facilities, swimming pool

Quick facts
 º Ages: 14 to 18 years old

 º Dates: July

 º Programs: Residence camp, Homestay 
program, Day camp, or classes only

 º Students: 40% international students and 
60% Spanish students

 º Capacity: 180 students

 º Accommodation: Triple or quadruple 
rooms with air conditioning. All rooms 
have a private bathroom

“I will never forget my summer in Marbella, nor the people I met there: counselors, teachers, coordinators, other campers. I 
was also able to practice my favorite sport, tennis, almost every day! Marbella is so beautiful! I hope to return next year.”

FRANCESCO, Italy  |  16 years old

MARBELLA CENTRO 
Teen spirit
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Optional Sports

 º Paddle tennis

 º Tennis

 º Horseback riding

 º Soccer

 º Golf

Optional Activities

 º Creativity

 º Modern dance

 º Theater

 º Yoga

 º Entrepreneurship and 

Leadership

 º Semi-private Intensive 

Spanish classes

Excursions

 º Seville

 º Granada

 º Malaga

 º Torremolinos
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What to expect
Elviria is an idyllic camp designed 
exclusively for our youngest campers. Its 
prime location on the outskirts of Marbella 
allows children to enjoy fresh air and beach 
days in a safe environment especially 
adapted for them.

The camp is located in the famous official 
German High School of Marbella, in one of 
the nicest residential areas in the region, 
complete with panoramic views over 
Marbella. The school campus is large and 
the facilities are modern, spacious and 
comfortable, a perfect place to spent the 
summer. Our wonderful staff at Elviria is 
great with kids and has vast experience 
working with young children.

ENFOREX CAMP MARBELLA ELVIRIA  

Facilities
 º School surrounded by gardens

 º Nearby beaches

 º Auditorium, study room, common areas

 º Tennis courts, swimming pool, sports 
center, soccer field, volleyball, track and 
field, basketball and handball courts

 º First-class facilities for playing soccer, 
tennis, paddle tennis, with golf and 
horseback riding facilities close to the 
campus.

Quick facts
 º Ages: 5 to 18 years old

 º Dates: July and August

 º Programs: Residence camp, Day camp, or 
classes only

 º Students: 40% international students and 
60% Spanish students

 º Capacity: 200 students

 º Accommodation: Students are grouped 
by age and gender. All rooms are shared: 
4-6 people for older campers and 6-12 
people for the little ones

“Today was a really cool day! I went to the beach, and we did an obstacle course. When we got back to the camp the 
counselors put on a costume movie: the counselors dressed up like characters from the movie.” 

JULIETTE, France  |  6 years old

MARBELLA ELVIRIA
Bright futures
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Optional Sports

 º Golf

 º Swimming

 º Soccer

 º Horseback riding

 º Paddle tennis 

 º Tennis

Optional Activities

 º Robotics

 º Theater

 º Modern Dance

 º Creativity

 º Yoga

 º Semi-private Intensive 

Spanish classes

Excursions

 º Puerto Banús

 º Bioparc + 

Fuengirola 

beach

 º Mijas

 º Aventura 

Amazonia
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What to expect
Marbella Las Chapas is located in the most 
prestigious school of Marbella- Colegio Alboran. 
Here campers have a wide variety of sports fields 
and courts, playgrounds, Here campers have a wide 
variety of sports fields and courts, playgrounds, big 
green areas, a horseback riding school, a swimming 
pool, a soccer field, and light-filled classrooms at 
their disposal. 

It’s located just breathtaking miles from the 
city of Marbella, in a breathtaking natural park 
surrounded by a beautiful garden, less than a 
15-minute walk from the beach and amid rolling 
green hills. Marbella is known as a jet-setter’s 
destination because it’s surrounded by beautiful 
natural parks, Andalusia’s best beaches and 
cosmopolitan cities…what more could you ask for? 

Facilities
 º School surrounded by gardens, green areas and 

vegetation

 º Beaches in walking distance

 º Sports fields, swimming pool, tennis, basketball 
and handball courts, soccer fields

 º Common areas, rock climbing wall, horseback 
riding school

 º First-class facilities for playing soccer, tennis, 
and paddle tennis, with golf and horseback 
riding facilities on campus

Quick facts
 º Ages: 14 to 18 years old

 º Dates: July

 º Programs: Residence camp, Day camp, or 
classes only

 º Students: 40% international students and 60% 
Spanish students

 º Capacity: 220 students

 º Accommodation: Spacious rooms for 6-12 
students, all equipped with bunk beds, closets, 
and air conditioning

ENFOREX CAMP MARBELLA LAS CHAPAS

“What a great game we played today! We laughed so much! Then we played tennis and after that we had an Ibiza style party 
and took a swim in the pool at night. What a great camp!”

HANS, Germany  |  15 years old

MARBELLA LAS CHAPAS
Force of nature    
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Optional Sports

 º Golf

 º Swimming

 º Soccer

 º Horseback riding

 º Paddle tennis 

 º Tennis

Optional Activities

 º Robotics

 º Theater

 º Modern Dance

 º Creativity

 º Yoga

 º Semi-private Intensive 

Spanish classes

Excursions

 º Seville

 º Granada

 º Malaga

 º Tarifa 

 º Ronda

 º Puerto Banús
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What to expect
What better place is there to learn, enjoy and 
explore Spanish culture than in a city with 
the second oldest university in the world, 
founded around the year 1200?

Our campus in Salamanca is located in 
the Colegio Calasanz, one of the most 
prestigious schools in the city, in the heart of 
the historic center. The building is a beautiful 
example of nineteenth-century Salamancan 
architecture, with a majestic cloister that 
can be admired from the glassed-in galleries. 
It has well-equipped sports facilities where 
you can play soccer, basketball, handball, 
volleyball, roller hockey and much more, 
as well as access to a nearby pool. Thus, 
our campers will be able to combine their 
language learning with sports and activities, 
and in passing discover all the reasons 
why Salamanca has been declared a World 
Heritage Site by UNESCO.

ENFOREX CAMP SALAMANCA

Facilities
 º Spectacular facilities with plenty of large, 

open spaces

 º Extensive green areas for walking , 
relaxing and play sports

 º Classrooms, conference rooms, game 
room, gym, residential area and film room

 º Soccer fields, basketball, handball and 
volleyball courts, indoor courtyard

 º Facilities for tennis and paddle tennis and 
horseback riding nearby

Quick facts
 º Ages: 5 to 18 years old

 º Dates: July

 º Programs: Residence camp, Homestay 
program, Day camp, or classes only

 º Students: 40% international students and 
60% Spanish students

 º Capacity: 150 students

 º Accommodation: Single or double rooms

“The best part for me was being able to meet people from all over the world in one place. I learned more Spanish in two weeks 
than in my whole life in school classes back home. My roommate, Jordi, was a really cool guy from Barcelona. They were great 
weeks. And I loved Salamanca… it is gorgeous.” WILLIAM, United Kingdom  |  10 years old

SALAMANCA 
Travel back in time    
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Optional Sports

 º Horseback riding

 º Paddle tennis

 º Tennis

Optional Activities

 º Creativity

 º Yoga

 º Semi-private Intensive 

Spanish classes

Excursions

 º Avila 

 º Segovia

 º Madrid

 º Ciudad Rodrigo

 º Hervás

 º Valladolid
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What to expect
Enforex Summer Camp Valencia is ideally 

located in the heart of the University of 

Valencia in the famous Colegio Mayor 

Galileo Galilei. The neighborhood is full of 

university students, creating the perfect 

atmosphere to explore Spanish culture, 

make local and international friends and 

have a great time! Valencia is another idyllic 

city located on the gorgeous Mediterranean 

Sea, known for its young energy, fresh 

seafood and paella, pristine beaches and fun 

water sports.

The campus is located just 10 minutes from 

the beach and 10 minutes from Valencia’s 

historic center.

Facilities
 º Bright and spacious rooms with all the 

amenities needed for a comfortable stay

 º 10 minutes from the beach

 º Game room, TV room, IT lab, solarium, 
music room

 º Facilities for playing soccer, and sailing 
at the port

Quick facts
 º Ages: 12 to 18 years old

 º Dates: July and August

 º Programs: Residence camp, Homestay 
Program, Day camp, or classes only

 º Students: 40% international students and 
60% Spanish students

 º Capacity: 250 students

 º Accommodation: Triple rooms with 
private bathrooms and air conditioning

ENFOREX CAMP VALENCIA  

“The classes are very fun; I love the activities. I would love the summer to last longer and to play more sports, 
have more carnivals and participate in more workshops... It’s great!”

ANNA, Brazil  |  17 years old

VALENCIA
Mediterranean adventures
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Optional Sports

 º Soccer

 º Sailing

 º Water sports

Optional Activities

 º Entrepreneurship and 
Leadership 

 º Semi-private Intensive 

Spanish classes

Excursions

 º Cullera

 º Montanejos

 º Sagunto

 º L´Albufera

 º Oceanográfico

 º City of Arts and 

Sciences

 º Alicante
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USEFUL INFORMATION
Much more

ARRIVAL BY PLANE

If your child is traveling by plane to Barcelona, Madrid, Malaga or Valencia, 
and has requested our shuttle service to any of the camps, please indicate 
to us in writing, at least 7 days in advance, the airline, flight number, arrival 
and departure time.

A private shuttle from the Camp will be responsible for picking up and 
attending to the student, receiving them at the corresponding airport with 
a sign showing the Camp’s logo and the name of the student, as well as 
camp t-shirts. 

We do not offer last-minute airport pick-up services. In case of emergency, 
we have an emergency phone number for each of the camps’ cities.

ARRIVAL BY CAR

Parents can take their children to the camp on the first day starting at 
4:00 p.m. At the end of the program, parents can pick up their children 
between 10:00 a.m. and 12:00 a.m. Please be sure to inform your 
children of the pick-up time.

ENFOREX CAMPS BUS SERVICE FROM MADRID

Enforex Camps offers a round-trip camp shuttle from /to Madrid 
in Malaga, Marbella, Salamanca and Valencia for the start and end 
days of the program. We ask that you be present at least 20 minutes 
beforehand, both at the departures and arrivals.

BUS STOP - DEPARTURE AND ARRIVAL
Glorieta S.A.R. Don Juan de Borbón y Battemberg, 5 (parking lot for the 
Juan Carlos I Park in the Campo de las Naciones).
• Departure time for Valencia, Malaga and Marbella from Madrid: 

10:30 a.m. Planned arrival for Valencia: 3:30 p.m.  
Planned arrival for Malaga and Marbella: 5:30 p.m.

• Departure time for Salamanca from Madrid: 11:00 a.m.  
Planned arrival in Salamanca: 1:30 p.m.

• Time of arrival in Madrid from:
>  Valencia: 3:30 p.m.
>  Malaga or Marbella: 5:30 p.m.
>  Salamanca: 1:30 p.m.

STAY TUNED
ENFOREX MOMENTS COLLECTION 

If you want to find out everything our campers do, follow 
the day to day of our camps. 

To see the most important moments of the camp, look for 
our campers while having fun and playing with their new 
friends, collect Enforex moments and share the photos 
with your loved ones. Follow our Instagram account @
enforexcamps where we will post the day to day of each 
camp. Make your own summer photo album!

      @enforex_schools 

      @enforex

        @enforex

    enforexschools

MEDICAL AID AND HEALTH INSURANCE

Each camp has a health center and 24-hour first aid care 
on site to ensure the health and well-being of the students. 
If your child has any chronic medical conditions, allergies, 
special dietary needs or other requirements, simply notify 
us in writing at the time of registration. If your child plans to 
bring their own medication to the camp, please send it with 
them along with full instructions on its correct usage.
Additionally, it may be advisable for the student to bring a 
medical report from their doctor of their special needs. All 
campers are covered by standard insurance for medical 
assistance, which is included in the price of the program. 
However, if you would like a premium insurance policy, we 
advise you to purchase it in your own country.

USE OF MOBILE DEVICES

The use of mobile devices on camp is supervised and 
controlled to enrich the interaction between campers and 
ensure that they make the most of their experience. Our 
students will have guaranteed access to their mobile devices 
whenever they need to get in contact with their families.

PERMISSION TO LEAVE CAMP

At Enforex Camps we are aware that many of the students 
who come to our programs have the freedom in their own 
homes to go out in the evenings with their friends. For this 
reason, the camp director will allow a certain number of 
unsupervised outings per program. The outing days and 
times will be established by the director of each camp. This 
option is only available to students 15 and older, whose 
parents complete, sign and send us the “Permission to 
Leave the Camp Unsupervised” form before the start of the 
program. This permission will be valid as long as the student 
complies with the camp rules.
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ÉRICA
INO
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LATIN AMERICA

CAMPUSES
IN 9 COUNTRIES

ARGENTINA

Buenos Aires 

75

CHILE 79

Santiago de Chile

COLOMBIA 81

Cartagena de Indias

COSTA RICA 83

San Jose

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 87

Santo Domingo

ECUADOR   89

Quito

GUATEMALA 91

Antigua

MEXICO  93

Playa del Carmen

PERU 95

Cusco

URUGUAY 97

Montevideo
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ARGENTINA
Argentina offers European sophistication and Latin American charm. Whether you imagine sultry Argentinian nights dancing tango or 
hiking the country’s stunning countryside, Argentina has it all, and more. Choose between Enforex’s two cosmopolitan schools, learn 
Spanish  and live an experience of a lifetime!
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Buenos Aires

ENFOREX BUENOS AIRES   partner school

Live our partner school 
 º Our partner school in Buenos Aires boasts 

a prime location, downtown in “Plaza de 

Mayo”, the city center of Buenos Aires, 

on the top floor of a completely restored 

historic building.

 º The school is equipped with excellent 

facilities with 12 classrooms, 8 public PC 

workstations with WiFi,teacher’s room, 

reception area and a rooftop terrace of 

100 m2.

The legendary land of tango and the Lunfardo dialect, this is the place where Spanish isn’t just spoken—it’s recited. This colorful, 
buoyant, cultured and passionate city has attracted artists, intellectuals and bohemians. Buenos Aires is the ideal place to learn Spanish 

and live a truly unique experience of the senses. With legendary places like the La Boca neighborhood, over 300 theaters, stupendous 
modern yet traditional places for a night of celebrating. This will be the city you won’t want to leave!

Top experiences
TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Centro Cultural Kirchner

 º Manzana de las Luces

 º Casa Rosada

 º Parque 3 de Febrero

 º Palacio Barolo

 º Museo de Bellas Artes

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Asado argentino 

 º Chimichurri

 º Empanada argentina

 º Choripán

 º Locro

 º Dulce de leche

 º ‘Fiesta Gaucha’ or ‘Asado Argentino’ - 

enjoy a traditional Argentinian BBQ

EXCURSIONS

 º Handicraft market at San Isidro

 º La Recoleta Cemetery

 º World-class ski resorts

 º Nahuel Huapi National Park

 º Puente del Inca

 º Iguazú Falls

 º Patagonia

 º Intensive 20

 º Combined Spanish 20+10

 º Private classes

 º DELE Preparation

 º Business or Medical Spanish

 º Spanish + Tango

 º Homestay

 º Shared Student Apartment

Courses, activities, and accommodations in Buenos Aires
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CHILE
Join us at the end of the world and explore a land full of surprising beauty. A perfect setting for anyone to learn 
Spanish and soak in a culture so rich you will never want to leave! Everything about Chile makes you want to learn 
Spanish quicker to delve deeper into its roots. 
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ENFOREX SANTIAGO DE CHILE   partner school

Live our partner school
 º Our partner school in Santiago de Chile is 

located in Providencia in a beautiful old 

mansion, built in the beginning of the 20th 

century with a garden

 º Equipped with 11 classrooms, 3 public PC 

workstations with Wi-Fi, a cafeteria and 

snack vending machines, a library, movie 

room and auditorium.

 º Relaxing sitting areas on the balcony and 

a terrace where students can do their 

homework or simply enjoy their free time.

Santiago de Chile
Santiago de Chile is a true city of contrasts. Here you will find modern architecture together with colonial buildings, exclusive 
shopping areas and humble street markets. Losing oneself in Santiago will allow you to discover a thousand and one treasures 

for your five senses. Then, to disconnect occasionally from the hustle and bustle of the city you can easily go visit the nearby 
Andes Mountains. Do you want to learn Spanish in a place that will give you the best memories? Come to Santiago!

Top experiences 
TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Museo de la Moda

 º Centro Gabriela Mistral

 º La Chascona

 º Cerro de San Cristóbal

 º Museo de Arte Contemporáneo 

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Mote con huesillos

 º Humita en chala

 º Curanto

 º Paila marina

 º Chileno

EXCURSIONS

 º Valle Nevado (Chile’s largest ski resort)

 º Valparaíso (a colorful city full of cliffs and 

funiculars)

 º Colchagua Valley (the first grape 

vineyards were planted here, marking the 

beginning of the wine industry in Chile)

 º Chiloé Island (inhabited by native tribes, 

great for kayaking, sailing and wildlife 

watching)

 º Intensive 20

 º Combined Spanish 20+10

 º Private classes

 º DELE Preparation

 º Business or Medical Spanish

 º Homestay

 º Shared Student Apartment

Courses, activities, and accommodations in Santiago de Chile
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COLOMBIA
Colombia is one of Latin America’s most charismatic countries, and we are sure you will love studying Spanish in this dynamic country! 
Located in the northwestern part of South America, Colombia has a rich history and plenty of amazing sites to visit including pre-
Colombian archaeological sites, nature parks and the beaches of the Pacific Ocean or the Caribbean.
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Live our partner school 
 º Our partner school in Cartagena is located 

in the colorful “Getsemani” neighborhood 

next to Trinidad Square and near both the 

city’s historic quarter and beautiful beaches

 º Housed in a colonial style building with a 

Caribbean twist.

 º The school can hold up to 55 students and 

is equipped with a cyber room, a cafeteria 

and a garden.

Cartagena de Indias
Bogota, ideally located in the center of the country, is a surprising and hip capital. Explore cobblestone streets, with breath-taking views at every corner 
of the lush Andean Mountains, quaint markets and Spanish Colonial buildings. In Cartagena you will feel right at home in this laid-back port city. You are 

sure to be smitten with Cartagena’s old-world charm, full of lovely colonial buildings, cobblestone streets and the sparkling the Caribbean Sea. Delight 
all five senses as you explore the city – taste fresh seafood and exotic fruits, see fine art, touch the various textures of fine sand or rough palms, hear the 

romantic Latin rhythms of music from the street and smell the salty Caribbean air. You will love studying Spanish in these perfect cities! 

ENFOREX CARTAGENA DE INDIAS   partner school

Top experiences

TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Palacio de la Inquisición

 º Castillo San Felipe de Barajas

 º Convento de la Popa

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Tocino del cielo

 º Arrope

 º Quinbambo

 º Sancocho

EXCURSIONS

 º Climb “La Popa” hill

 º Visit Galerazamba (a ghost town and 

the salt mines of that region)

 º Trip to El Rosario Islands

 º Trip to Mud Volcano “El Totumo”

 º Intensive 15

 º Intensive 20

 º Private classes  

 º Medical Spanish

 º Volunteer Program

 º Homestay  

Courses, activities, and accommodations in Cartagena
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“PURA VIDA” is Costa Rica’s beloved motto, even used to say hello or bye. Study Spanish in this vibrant country and discover what 
Pura Vida really means! Costa Rica is relatively small and one of the richest countries in Central America. It is a dream destination 
characterized by not only one, but two coasts – the Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean Sea – jungle with exotic plants and animals and 
active volcanoes. What more could you want?

COSTA RICA
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San Jose
San Jose is the best starting point that you can choose if you wish to get to know Costa Rica in depth. From here, you can visit in the fastest 

way an endless list of idyllic landscapes that spread all over the country and also play one of the many sports the area has to offer such as 
surfing, kayak or bungee jumping for the adventurous ones, or horse riding and canoeing for the careful ones. In a nutshell, San Jose is an 

amazing city surrounded by wonderful beaches, volcanoes and jungles where you can experience first-hand the “Pura Vida” style.

Live our school
 º Our partner school in San Jose is located 

about 10 minutes by bus from downtown 

San Jose in the San Pedro neighborhood 

which offers a great student vibe. 

 º The campus has very nice indoor and 

outdoor study areas where you can enjoy 

a comfortable, laid-back atmosphere.

 º The school has 15 indoor and outdoor 

classrooms, a computer lab, an open 

air snack bar, and large common 

areas perfect for mingling with other 

international students and finding a buddy 

to explore the town with.

ENFOREX SAN JOSE   partner school

Top experiences
TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Casa de la Cultura

 º El Fortín

 º Parque Central

 º Iglesia de la Inmaculada Concepción 

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Casado

 º Ceviche

 º Callo Pinto

 º Olla de carne

 º Tamales

EXCURSIONS

 º Braulio Carrillo National Park

 º Playa Jaco beach

 º Lankester Botanical Garden

 º Orosí Valley (site of the Ujarrás ruins of 

Costa Rica’s oldest church)

 º Cartago Basilica

 º Poas Volcano

 º Doka Estate (coffee tour)

 º Intensive 20

 º Combined Spanish 20+10

 º Private classes 

 º Volunteer Program

 º Homestay

Courses, activities, and accommodations in San Jose
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DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
The Dominican Republic is a gorgeous Caribbean nation characterized by pristine beaches and friendly faces. Known as much for its 
colonial architecture as for its world-class baseball players, some of the best coffee in the world comes from the Dominican Republic and, 
like a good cup of java, it’s heady and smooth and at the same time energizing and exciting. The country makes up two-thirds of the island of 
Hispañola and is located about 600 miles southeast of Florida. A natural gateway to the Americas between the Panama Canal and Central 
and South America, this landmass was first discovered by Columbus on Christmas Day, 1492. A perfect setting to learn Spanish!
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Santo Domingo
They say that Santo Domingo has a double life. On the one hand, we have the colonial part that is peaceful, cobblestoned and full of historic buildings. 

On the other hand, we have the side that is modern, lively and dances to the passionate merengue. Sosua is a small but prosperous city in the Dominican 
Republic that has become one of the most popular tourist destinations in the country. Even with the many tourists that visit, Sosua remains a tranquil 

and intimate fishing village. What’s its secret? Turquoise waters ideal for scuba diving and snorkeling, a tasty local cuisine and a very animated night life 
in which elegant jazz is very prominent. If you want to learn Spanish in a place that everyone is dying to visit, we can help you get there!

Courses, activities and accommodations in Santo Domingo

 º Intensive 20

 º Private classes

 º Combined Spanish 20+10

ENFOREX SANTO DOMINGO   partner school

Top experiences

Santo Domingo

TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Catedral Primada de América

 º Museo Alcázar de Colón

 º Parque Mirador del Sur

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Domplines con bacalao

 º Pescado con coco

 º Cicharrón de puerco cerdo

EXCURSIONS

 º Punta Cana (boasting some of the best   

natural beaches)

 º Las Cascadas del Limón (waterfall  with a 

40 meter drop, where you can bathe) 

 º Lake Enriquillo (saltwater lake)

 º Homestay

 º Shared Apartment

Live our partner school 
 º Our partner school in Santo Domingo is 

set just opposite the island’s the campus of 

UASD (University of Santo Domingo), the 

country’s largest university and the oldest of 

the Americas., just a 10-minute bus ride from 

the city’s historic Colonial Quarter.

 º The school has 7 indoor and outdoor 

classrooms, the communal rooms are 

furnished in a simple, Caribbean style.

 º A small garden surrounds the building, and 

with several terraces and a cozy cafeteria, 

which creates a personal atmosphere.
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ECUADOR
Ecuador is a dynamic, tranquil country nestled between Colombia and Peru on the Pacific Coast of South America. The friendly people 
are mostly of mestizo or indigenous descent. Ecuadorians enjoy a mild climate and stable weather, which no doubt contributes to their 
friendly, hospitable attitude. You’ll surely ease into their pleasant way of life in no time! Learning Spanish in Ecuador is idyllic, exciting 
and inspiring. It will give you an experience you will be talking about for years to come!
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ENFOREX QUITO   Our school

Live our school
 º Our school in Quito has 10 classrooms, 

equipped with modern facilities in a safe, 

residential neighborhood.

 º Enjoy studying Spanish in the garden 

complete with colorful hammocks and 

the view from the top floor overlooking 

the city and mountains.

 º The school itself is a relaxing place with 

plenty of resources for extra study time 

and common areas to mingle with other 

international students.

Quito
Just one moment in Quito and you are sure to feel an overwhelming sense of awe, beauty and inspiration. Surrounded by impressive mountains 

and ancient volcanoes, you can’t help but feel small, and at the same time curious and motivated to learn Spanish and explore this wonderful 
city. High up in the Andes atop ancient Incan ruins, Quito is a magical city defined by centuries of various cultures, modern apartment buildings 

contrasting with historic streets and, of course, the locals and their vibrant nightlife. You will be charmed by the quaint streets, 17th century 
facades, colorful clothing and Incan gold. Stop for a drink of fresh-squeezed juice made from exotic fruits you have never seen before. 

Top experiences
TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Iglesia de la Compañía

 º Museo Guayasamín

 º Museo Nacional

 º TelefériQo

 º Plaza Grande

 º Catedral

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Hornado

 º Fritada

 º Guatayahuarlocro

 º Tripas mishqui

 º Papas con cuero

 º Empanada de viento/morocho

EXCURSIONS

 º Otavalo (indigenous town)

 º Mindo Valley (mini cloud forest)

 º Quilotoa Lagoon

 º The Equator Mitad del Mundo (Middle of 

the World)

 º Intiñan Museum

 º Volcano Cotopaxi

 º Intensive 20, 25

 º Super Intensive 30

 º Combined Spanish 20+10

 º Private classes

 º DELE 20 Exam Preparation

 º Spanish Teachers´ Training Lab

 º Spanish for 50+

 º Winter Break

 º Volunteer program

 º Salsa, Culture, and Cooking

 º Homestay

 º Shared student apartment

Courses, activities, and accommodations in Quito
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GUATEMALA
Travelers have been lured by Guatemala for its incredible off-the-beaten-track experiences for years. 
You will never find a shortage of things to do. It is a colorful country that offers endless curiosities and a perfect setting for learning 
Spanish. With Enforex you will be speaking Spanish within the first few classes and getting around town like a local!
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ENFOREX ANTIGUA   partner school

Antigua
Imagine colorful markets, colonial buildings and cobblestone streets with a volcano looming in the background. Explore quaint orange 

and yellow streets and learn about this fascinating UNESCO World Heritage Site. The city is nearly 500 years old, seeping in history and 
covered with pretty churches, former convents and centuries-old ruins smack dab in the center of this bustling city! Try to get lost and 

find out how friendly the local people are. Learning Spanish in Antigua is an unrivaled experience like no other! 

Top experiences
TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Iglesia y Convento de Santo Domingo

 º Catedral de Santiago

 º Casa del Tejido antiguo

 º Palacio de los Capitanes Generales

 º La Antigua Galería de Arte

 º Choco Museo

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Tamales

 º Chuchitos

 º Tamalitos de chiplín

 º Enchiladas

 º Pepián

 º Hilachas

EXCURSIONS

 º Cobán (coffee farm)

 º Pacaya Volcano day trip

 º Lake Atitlan

 º Semuc Champey (natural monument)

 º Tikal Mayan ruins

 º Chichicastenango (open-air arts and crafts 

market and indigenous Mayan culture)

 º Rio Dulce / Livingston boat trip

Live our partner school 
 º Our partner school in Antigua is a colonial 

home located right in the city center near 

the Cathedral and two blocks from the 

Plaza Mayor, Antigua’s main square.

 º The school features large common areas 

for students to study and hang out, a 

modern computer lounge, Wi-Fi and a 

snack bar where coffee and tea are always 

free.

 º Intensive 20

 º Private classes 

 º Combined Spanish 20+10

 º Volunteer Program

 º Homestay

 º Student Residence

Courses, activities, and accommodations in Antigua
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MEXICO
Mexico has a diverse landscape with tons of mesmerizing geographical and cultural sites. From the Caribbean and the Pacific to the ruins 
of ancient Maya civilizations to one of the most populous capital cities of the world, Mexico offers a lifetime’s worth of activities and 
places to explore. Learning Spanish in Mexico is an opportunity of a lifetime you will never forget!
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Live our school
 º Our cozy school in Playa del Carmen is 

located just six blocks from the shore of 

the Caribbean Sea. It’s just a 5-minute walk 

from the beach.

 º Our school is a wonderful representation 

of sunny Mexico and the perfect setting 

for learning Spanish. Walk along the paths 

through our tropical garden to our 14 

thatched-roof, open-air classrooms (typical 

Mexican-Caribbean construction), where 

classes are relaxed and fun.

 º Grab a drink at our colorful cafeteria with 

friends after class and breathe in the scent 

of tropical flowers while playing volleyball 

on our volleyball court.

Playa del Carmen
Playa del Carmen is an absolute paradise! Next to Tulum, a charming, laid-back fishing village, offering the best of 

the Mayan Riviera just 60 kilometers from the Cancun airport. You will be dazzled by the many shades of blue you 
never knew existed. After your Spanish classes, you can spend your time on the perfect 

beach or visit one of the nearby Mayan ruins.

ENFOREX PLAYA DEL CARMEN   Our school

Top experiences
TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º La Quinta Avenida

 º Mercado Nuestra Señora del Carmen

 º Museo Mexicano

 º Playacar y Xaman Ha Aviaro

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Ceviche, quesadillas

 º Tacos de pescado

 º Guacamole, pico de Gallo y totopos

 º Coctel de camarones

EXCURSIONS

 º Tulum (archaeological site)

 º Sian Ka’an (a biosphere reserve in Tulum)

 º Coba and Cenote (Mayan sites in the jungle 

with a water pool in a submerged cavern)

 º Chichén-Itzá, Cenote and Valladolid 

(Mayan sites)

 º Chiapas: discover the rainforest

 º Holbox Island

 º Intensive 15, 20, 25

 º Super Intensive 30

 º Combined Spanish 20+10

 º Private classes

 º DELE 20 Exam Preparation

 º Spanish Teachers´ Training Lab

 º Spanish for 50+

 º Winter Break

 º Volunteer program

 º Culture, Cooking and Salsa

 º Yoga

 º Scuba diving

 º Homestay

 º Shared student apartment

 º Student residence

Courses, activities, and accommodations in Playa del Carmen
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PERU
In Peru you will find adventure in its canyons, jungles and high altitudes, fiestas, and then suddenly feel an overwhelmingly heart-
stopping sense of grandeur as you peer out at the great Machu Picchu. This country is not for the faint of heart, but choosing to study 
Spanish in Peru just might be your best decision yet!
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ENFOREX CUSCO   partner school

Live our partner school 
 º Our partner school in Cusco is located in a 

comfortable, modern building only three 

blocks from the famous Plaza de Armas 

of Cusco.

 º The school has twenty classrooms, 

computer lab and lots of common areas.

 º You will also find a snack bar in a large cafe 

area to enjoy studying and chatting with 

your fellow world travelers.

Cusco
It’s more than likely that when you ask about Cusco, you will hear about the enigmatic and monumental Machu Picchu. But this city 

is more than that—much more. Here you will find an ideal destination for adventure sports lovers and people enamored with Latin 
American cultures. There are also Amazon forests that are virtually unexplored and ancient celebrations and traditions like the Señor de 

los Temblores or the Inti Raymi. Learning Spanish in Cusco is an unrivaled experience you will never forget!

Top experiences
TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Catedral

 º Qurikancha

 º Museo Inka

 º Choco Museo

 º Iglesia de La Compañía de Jesús

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Timpo

 º Chuño cola

 º Queso kapche

 º Chicharrón con mote

 º Tamal

EXCURSIONS

 º Machu Picchu

 º Lake Titicaca 

 º Rafting (the Apurimac and Urubamba 

rivers)

 º Mountain biking Maras - Moray (natural 

salt pans of Salineras), Ollantaytambo, 

Quillabamba, Manu, Lares...

 º The Qeswachaka Bridge

 º The Temple of Wiracocha

 º Horseback riding to archaeological sites

 º Intensive 20

 º Private classes

 º Combined Spanish 20+10

 º Volunteer Program  º Homestay

Courses, activities, and accommodations in Cusco
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URUGUAY
The name “Uruguay” comes from the language Guaraní and has a few different translations such as “river where the bird lives,” “river 
of the painted birds,” “river of the snails,” “winding river.” Progressive, stable, safe and culturally sophisticated, Uruguay offers its 
visitors a unique experience, from the busy cosmopolitan city of Montevideo, amazing beaches at Punta del Este, picturesque Colonia, 
wildlife watching along the Atlantic coast... There is plenty to see and feel in Uruguay.
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ENFOREX MONTEVIDEO   partner school

Montevideo
Uruguay´s capital is home to nearly half of the country’s population. Montevideo is a vibrant city and the arts are alive and well here, with so much 

to see and experience in its rich, cultural life. Stretching 20km from east to west, the city wears many faces. From its industrial port to the exclusive 
beachside suburb of Carrasco near the airport; the historic downtown business district to the shopping malls; modern high-rises of the beach 
communities such as Punta Carretas and Pocitos... Add to all this the music and theater on offer, and you have quite an attractive destination.

Live our school
 º Strategically located in an impressive 

colonial building in Plaza Matriz

 º Just a few steps from many of the main 

city attractions and excellent public 

transportation 

 º Well-lit classrooms with high ceilings, 

minimalist design with modern amenities 

and bright and spacious areas

 º Bright classrooms, modern amenities

 º The beach is only a 5-minute walk away

Top experiences
TOP PLACES TO VISIT

 º Teatro Solís

 º Museo del Gaucho

 º Mercado del Puerto

 º Palacio Salvo

 º Casa Rivera

 º Museo Nacional de Artes Visuales

TOP LOCAL CUISINE/DISHES

 º Asado

 º Chivito

 º Choripán

 º Empanada

 º Fainá

 º Pancho

 º Alfajores

 º Chajá

EXCURSIONS

 º Colonia del Sacramento

 º Punta del Este

 º Santa Lucía Wetlands

 º Isla de Flores

 º Playas de Canelones

 º Intensive 20

 º Private classes

 º Combined Spanish 20+10

 º DELE Exam Preparation

 º Spanish and Tango

 º Homestay

Courses, activities, and accommodations in Montevideo
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DOOR-TO-DOOR SERVICE

Enforex offers 24-hour shuttle 
service to and from all the main 
Spanish airports, bus and train 
stations. Even a welcome service.

TOTAL FLEXIBILITY

If, after your arrival, you want to 
make a change in destination, school, 
course or accommodation, we’ll 
take care of that too, depending on 
availability.

RELAX TIME?

Want to take a break from your 
course? If yours is a longer course, 
you can take one week off for every 
eight weeks of study. We can assist 
you on travel plans you might have, 
or suggest some.

FURTHER EDUCATION

If you are looking to enter a Spanish 
university, we aid in university 
placement. 

MAXIMIZE YOUR STAY

Thinking about staying longer in 
Spain? We can help you with the 
“empadronamiento” (registration 
of residency), and even provide 
personal assistance including a visit 
to the corresponding city hall.

KEEPING IT SAFE

We recommend travel insurance, 
just to be safe. We can arrange it all 
for you.

So you don’t have to worry, Enforex 
offers a wide range of services to help 
make your journey to Spanish easy 
and enjoyable, from your arrival to 
your departure. Just ask!

The trip of a lifetime...

Get the most from your new voyage to Spanish in Spain and Latin America by 
taking advantage of all the services Enforex can offer you. Everything from 

travel reservations to shuttle services, personalized advice from our experts 
and more. We are here to help!
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   www.facebook.com/enforex

    twitter.com/enforex

    www.youtube.com/user/enforexschools

   www.instagram.com/enforex_schools/

STAY 
TUNED 24 / 7/ 365
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Since 1989

GENERAL CONDITIONS

 º Enforex is a private company owned by Ideal Education 
Group (IEG). All Enforex schools are accredited 
by the Cervantes Institute and other institutions. 
Head Office is place in Gustavo Fernández Balbuena 
11, 28002 Madrid, Spain. Tax Identification Code 
(CIF) B-79946729. IDEAL EDUCATION GROUP 
SL. registered in the Mercantile Registry of Madrid 
Volume 868, book 0, folio 154, section 8, page 
Nº-17.285.

 º Enforex guarantees that all descriptions of programs, 
accommodation, and complementary services in the 
prices and dates 2023 are updated (any and all special 
arrangements and/or agreements must be set in 
writing and signed by Enforex). You can always find the 
most updated version online at:  
www.enforex.com/brochures/prices.pdf

 º The personnel in charge of airport transfer and 
transportation to accommodation are insured, 
completely familiar with the area, and know exactly 
where the students are to be dropped off.

 º Enforex is a member of, accredited by or part of the 
following national and international organizations: 
eduSpain, NAFSA, Ideal Quality Certificate, AATSP, 
ALTO, AMACFE, FEDELE, AECAE, ACTFL and ELITE.

 º Enforex guarantees a maximum of 8 students per 
classroom (12 in workshops, cultural classes and high 
season). Maximum 15 students in Summer Camps and 
Junior Programs. Maximum 10 in the Online courses.

 º Enforex’s conditions do not apply to partner schools. 
Each partner school has its own conditions. For more 
information, please contact our Head Office.

 º Enforex reserves the right to use all photos and videos 
taken during the student’s stay. Students should be 
aware that they may appear in IEG’s or partner’s 
promotional material, unless the student expressly 
states upon arrival or during the photo shooting at the 
school that he/she does not wish to appear.

 º In the case of a serious disciplinary offence or repeated 
bad behavior, the student will be expelled from the 
program contracted with Enforex without the right 
to any refund.

 º Published offers or special discounts cannot be 
combined. All offers are subject to availability. There 
will be no changes made to bookings that have 
been received prior to the promotion. All offers and 
promotions will be applied upon enrollment. Discounts 
that became available after the first enrollment are 
not valid.

 º The application fee is valid for one year from the first 
reservation made for all IEG schools in Spain and 
Latin America. In other words, any courses reserved 
during a 12-month period can be made using the same 
application fee.

 º In the exceptional case that only 2 students are 
enrolled in a course in the same level, the school 
reserves the right to convert the course into a semi-
private program which will result in a 50% reduction 
of class hours and in the exceptional case that only 
1 student is enrolled in a course, the school reserves 
the right to convert the course into a private program 
which will result in a 70% reduction of class hours.

 º If a student cannot attend a private class, they must 
inform Enforex in writing at least 72 hours ahead of 
time if they wish to make up the class. 

 º In cities where programs are also available at other 
schools with Ideal Education Group, classes can be 
combined at any time.

 º Any comments or complaints must be submitted in 
writing and within the first 24 hours to 
help@enforex.com  This ensures that we can take 
care of the issue as soon as possible and seek a quick 
resolution. Only complaints made during the student’s 
stay have the right to any possible compensation, 
refund, or changes. Any complaints made after 
departure will only be accepted as suggestions in order 
to improve our services.  

COURSE ACCREDITATION
 º A personalized Enforex certificate of attendance and 

completion will be issued for studies in accordance 
with the guidelines established by the Instituto 
Cervantes and the current legislation regulating non-
accredited education.

 º The certificate will contain the name of the course 
taken, course level, and number of hours completed. 
The name of the school in which the classes were 
given, dates of enrollment, and level achieved will also 
be included.

 º The certificate of attendance and completion will 
only be issued to students who attend at least 85% of 
their classes and is not valid as an official document 
in accordance with the legislation regulating non-
accredited education.  

CREDIT NOTES
 º Credit issued due to exceptional circumstances is only 

valid for up to 12 months from the date of issuance. 
Once the 12-month period ends, the student loses all 
the right to the credit or refund.

 º Credit is valid only for the geographic region for which 
it was issued (i.e., credit issued for Spain is not valid for 
programs in Latin America) and is not transferable to 
other students. 

 º Credit notes cannot be converted into a refund or be 
used for a partner school.

 º Prices vary from one year to another and will be 
updated. Please take in mind that this will increase or 
decrease the issued credit amount when using your 
credit note.

ACCOMMODATION
 º For registrations received a week or less prior to the 

beginning of a course, Enforex does not guarantee 
the type of accommodation desired and requested by 
the student; priority is given to students who register 
further in advance.

 º In the event that a student is not satisfied with the 
assigned accommodation for any justifiable reason, 
the student may move to another accommodation 
of the same type (up to 3 changes allowed). Students 
wishing to change accommodation arrangements 
must notify the person in charge during their first day 
of the program. 

 º All students must inform Enforex or the host family in 
advance (7 days) of their approximate time of arrival. In 
the event that one of the previously mentioned parties 
is not contacted, Enforex will not be held responsible 
for greeting or picking up the student upon arrival.

 º Enforex does not guarantee accommodation for the 
family members or friends of enrolled students, as 
priority regarding available accommodation is given to 
Enforex students.  

 º The student will be charged for property damages 
caused either intentionally or through negligence.

 º If there is damage and no one is directly responsible, 
the cost of repairs will be divided among all students in 
the apartment or residence. 

 º At Enforex, respect for others and for the rules is 
essential for our programs to run smoothly. Students’ 
failure to follow the established rules will be grounds 
for withholding the accommodation security deposit. 
Some examples of behaviors that merit forfeit of the 
accommodation deposit include having guests stay 
overnight, smoking in the bedrooms, consumption 
of alcohol, consumption of any narcotic or harmful 
substance, and any other conduct that Enforex’s 
management considers inappropriate. 

 º It is not allowed to making loud noises, having parties, 
or music in our accommodation at any time.

 º In the case of a serious disciplinary offence, repeated 
bad behavior, or not following the established rules, 
the student will be expelled from the accommodation 
contracted with Enforex without the right to a refund. 

 º Apartments and student residences may be 
substituted by other types of accommodation, at the 
same price, during the high season in exceptional cases.

 º If you reserve a shared double room (shared with 
another student) and there is no other student with 
whom you can share the room, we reserve the right to 
change your room at any time. If we make an upgrade 
to a single room during your stay, and we need the 
accommodation after your arrival, we reserve the right 
to change your room at any time again to your original 
reserved and confirmed booking accommodation 
option.

COURSE CANCELLATIONS AND CHANGES
 º All program fees must be paid at least 4 weeks prior to 

arrival. Otherwise, Enforex reserves the right to cancel 
the student’s booking.

 º The € 250/$ 300 deposit will not be returned for any 
cancellations made. 

 º For cancellations made less than 4 weeks before the 
start date, you will be charged the application fee plus 
the cost of 2 weeks of the program (course and/or and 
accommodation).

 º Participants who cancel their Spanish + Internship, 
Volunteer program or any other Special program in 
Spain or Latin America, more than 4 weeks before it 
is scheduled to begin will be charged a € 500/$ 600 
cancellation fee. If this program is canceled less than 4 
weeks before the program start date, the full price of 
the program will be charged. 

 º For cancellations made less than 2 weeks or ‘no show’ 
of the student for any reason, you will be charged 
the cost of 4 weeks for the program (course and/
or accommodation) plus all extras reserved in your 
confirmed booking, unless you have purchased and 
paid our Cancellation Guarantee. 

 º Cancellations made once the invitation letter has been 
sent to you for a student visa application, have special 
conditions (see section Visas for Spain).

 º For cancellations of a private apartment or hotel 
reservation, no refund or credit towards the purchase 
of other products will apply.

 º All refunds, under any circumstances, are subject to 
an administration fee of 9% (or a minimum of € 75/$ 
90). I.e., when a refund is issued, Enforex will retain 
9% as well as the € 250/$ 300 deposit. Refunds for 
overpayment will be subject to a minimum € 35/$ 40 
administration fee.

 º All students who wish to cancel their program (course 
and/or accommodation) prior to arrival must notify 
Enforex in writing by email  
registration@enforex.com  or by certified mail to our 
head office in Madrid.

 º Cancellations not received via one of the two 
aforementioned means will not be accepted.

 º In no case whatsoever will a refund be made for the 
cost of the program or accommodation once the 
program has started (unless the cancellation guarantee 
has been purchased).

 º For each change before arrival to your confirmed 
booking (start dates, program, or services) for 
programs in Spain and Latin America, € 100/$ 120 
will be charged for administrative costs. For changes 
after arrival of destination, school, accommodation 
or program € 100/$ 120 will be charged for courses 
in Spain and Mexico and subject to availability, paying 
the price difference if applicable. For all other changes 
after arrival to your confirmed reservation for 
programs in Spain and Latin America, € 250/$ 300 will 
be charged for administrative costs. All changes are 
subject to availability.

 º Changes in start dates made less than 2 weeks before 
your arrival, are subject to a last minute fee and you 
will be charged the cost of 2 weeks for the program 
(course and/or accommodation) plus all extras 
reserved in your confirmed booking.

 º Holidays & Course break: 1 free week off for holidays 
is available for every 4 weeks of study (1-week notice 
required. Students will be charged for their full stay at 
our accommodation, including breaks, in order to keep 
their reservation). In all other cases, taking a break 
during your course will incur a fee of € 100/$ 120 and 
accommodation must be paid in full for the original 
program length (subject to availability).

 º Enforex cannot be held responsible for cancellations 
due to health, Acts of God, health issues, or personal 
problems.

SUMMER RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM CANCELLATIONS
 º For the confirmation of reservations made 4 weeks or 

less before arrival, the total invoice must be paid in full 
at the time of enrollment.

 º A penalty of € 850 will be applied to cancellations 
made in the last four weeks prior to arrival.

 º No refunds will be granted two weeks before or any 
time after arrival in any case.

 º Due to COVID Safety protocols, Enforex Camps 
reserves the right to carry out a COVID rapid test on 
the students at any time when necessary to ensure 
the students’ and center’s safety. In the event that a 
student’s parents refuse their child to undergo the 
aforementioned test, the student will need to abandon 
the program immediately with its due cost and no right 
for refund whatsoever.

TRAVEL HEALTH INSURANCE
Without insurance, students are not covered for any 
illness, accident, or loss of property (inside or outside 
accommodations or classroom) during their stay. Enforex 
recommends the use of optional insurance, at a cost of € 
50/$ 60 per week.  

CANCELLATION GUARANTEE  |  RECOMMENDED
To avoid cancellation expenses in the case of cancellation 
before and after arrival, Enforex recommends students 
purchase a Cancellation Guarantee at a (non-refundable) 
cost of € 75/$ 90 per week (€ 105 per week for the 
Summer Camp and Junior Program). To be valid, the total 
cost of the Cancellation Guarantee must be paid in full 
upon booking along with the deposit.  
 º This guarantee is personal and nontransferable 

and must be purchased, signed and paid in full upon 
enrollment in order to be valid. You can add extra 
services but not decrease the coverage. 

 º When you purchase this guarantee, the time period 
covered by this guarantee is from the day of enrollment 
until the finalization of the program with Enforex. 
We will refund the full cost not used of your course, 
accommodation and extras if you cancel anytime.

 º Students who purchase the Cancellation Guarantee 
can cancel all or part of their program for any reason 
without justification. I.e. homesick, course break, 
returning back to home country, examination, work, 
illness including Covid-19 of either the student or an 
immediate direct family member, pregnancy, being 
called to court proceedings or as a member of an 
electoral board, damage to your property requiring 
your presence, cancellation of the trip by the airline, 
the obligation of doing military service…

 º Student will be refunded 100% of the unused part of 
the program in case the cancellation is made during 
your stay. 

 º Cancellations not communicated before Monday 
of the previous week will be charged for one week’s 
accommodation and course.

 º An administration fee of € 75/$ 90 and € 35/$ 40 bank 
charges will be charged for any and all refunds.

 º In order to cancel a language program, the student 
must give notice via email to seg@iegrupo.com  The 
day after the email is sent will be considered the day 
the course has been officially canceled. Cancellation 
is only valid once an email has been received. For 
this reason, it is important that the student is certain 
that the email has been received. The money will be 
returned within 30 days of the official cancellation 
date.

 º Students who require and have obtained their visa 
through Enforex can purchase the cancellation 
guarantee, however their cancellation will only be 
considered once the student provides proof of having 
left the host country. In these cases, 9% of the amount 
to be refunded will be charged plus an administration 
fee of € 75/$ 90 and € 35/$ 40 bank charges will to 
cover administrative costs.

 º Only valid for our Ideal Education Group schools in 
Spain and Mexico. 

USEFUL INFORMATION
VISAS FOR SPAIN
 º Citizens of countries belonging to the European Union 

do not need a visa to enter Spain.
 º Students coming from other countries should 

obtain information regarding the requirements for 
obtaining a visado (visa) at their nearest Spanish 
Embassy or Consulate. The certificates that accredit 
and confirm a student’s enrollment in a Spanish 
program at Enforex can only be signed, sealed, and 
sent by people authorized by Enforex, who will not 
be responsible for rejected visa applications. These 
certificates do not hold any official validity; they serve 
only as confirmation of a course to be taken at one 
of our schools. Such documents will only be sent to 
cover the amount of course time initially contracted 
by the student. Enforex will send out, free of charge 
and to any student who asks for them, the following 
documents (if and only if the total cost of the program 
has been paid):

 º Confirmation of the Spanish program chosen by 
the student. 

 º Invoice for the total cost of the program in question 
(course + accommodation).

 º In the event that the student should urgently need 
the originals of any of these documents, Enforex will 
send them and charge the cost of express mail to the 
student.

 º If a student visa is rejected, Enforex will refund the 
cost of the program minus € 350/$ 400, and any 
additional basic costs. The student must show Enforex 
formal proof (original copy) that their visa application 
has been rejected in order to receive a refund. If this 
original copy is not received by Enforex, 100% of the 
cost of the program will be charged.

 º Any refund from Enforex if a student visa is rejected 
will be subject to a 9% charge (a minimum of €75/$90).

 º If the student does not obtain the visa on time for the 
reserved program and needs to delay or cancel his/
her arrival, we will charge 100% of the first 2 weeks 
plus all described cancellation fees (see section Course 
Cancellations and Changes).

AIRPORT TRANSFER SERVICES

 º Flight information (place, date, time, and flight number) 
must be confirmed in writing at least one week prior to 
arrival. Otherwise, Enforex will not be held responsible 
for picking up the student at the airport and there will 
be no refund.

 º If the student cancels the airport shuttle service less 
than one week prior to arrival, he/she will lose the right 
to a refund of the cost of that service.

 º In the exceptional case that other students who have 
reserved a private airport transfer service with us and 
arrive around the same time, our driver reserves the 
right to combine the transfers. 

 º In the event of delays or changes in flight information 
without previous notification, Enforex will not be held 
responsible for picking up the student at the airport 
and there will be no refund. 

HOLIDAYS

 º Please check for updated holiday information before 
planning your trip to Spain or Latin America  
www.enforex.com/student-corner/faq/holidays

 º Classes missed due to national or local holidays will not 
be made up or refunded. When more than one holiday 
falls in the same week (Monday – Friday), either one 
day of the missed classes can be made up or a 20% 
discount will be applied to the corresponding course 
week price for a 1 or 2-week program; if students 
prefer to receive the discount they must notify us at 
the time of enrollment. One-to-One classes will always 
be made up. 

PROTECTION OF PERSONAL DATA 

 º In compliance with Spanish Law 15/1999, December 
13th, regarding the protection of personal data, Enforex 
would like to inform you that your personal details 
within these general conditions will be stored in a 
database (that IEG is liable and responsible for) and 
used solely for the commercial and operative purposes 
of the company. By accepting these general conditions, 
you give your consent to the aforementioned 
treatment of your personal details and their use for the 
aforementioned purposes. At the same time, you have 
the right to request that we inform you of your rights 
to access, correct, and cancel such information within 
the established terms of the prevailing legislation, by 
writing to the following address: Enforex, Gustavo 
Fernández Balbuena 11, 28002 Madrid (Spain).

AGREEMENT

Upon signing the registration form or paying the 
program fees, the student accepts all of the conditions 
described above. If, under any circumstances, outside 
of Enforex’s control, accommodation prices increase, 
Enforex will notify the student ahead of said changes. 
The prices in this document supersede all previously 
existing prices and are valid from January 1, 2023 
to December 31, 2023 for all programs taking place 
between these two dates. Enforex is not responsible 
for typographical errors and/or misprints contained 
in this price list. Printed in August 2022 and subject 
to change.

CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND JURISDICTION

Any dispute relating to the programs will be resolved 
by the courts under applicable law. This excludes 
any other form of dispute resolution (administrative 
bodies, arbitration, etc.). Any conflict that may arise 
between the parties in regards to the interpretation, 
completion, and execution of this contract will be 
subject to the jurisdiction of the judges and courts 
of Madrid.

COVID-19 SAFE SPANISH SCHOOLS
All Enforex schools in Spain are Certified as COVID-19 Safe 
School applying all requirements and recommendations 
according to the latest regulations. 

100% CANCELLATION GUARANTEE AND FLEXIBILITY 
BOOKINGS

 º The payment of 100% of the invoice is mandatory before the 
arrival of the client. 

 º However, in the event of a pandemic or covid-19 during 
the course, we will be flexible with all bookings, changes, 
extensions or cancellations. You will be offered at any time the 
following 3 options:

1. Transfer your booking to an alternative Live Online course. 
We will move your booking to Online Classes with a live 
teacher with no administration fees or penalties.

2. Extend your program and transfer your booking to a later 
date offering you a credit note valid for a year. Subject to 
availability we will move your booking to a later date, with no 
administration fees or penalties.

3. Request a full refund. We will refund you the full amount you 
have paid for your booking in case you want to cancel. Two 
weeks of advance notice is required.

You can always find the most updated General Conditions online: www.enforex.com/payment.htmlUpdated 31/10/2022 101
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www.enforex.com

Spanish in the Spanish World

Head Office 
Gustavo Fernández Balbuena 11   
28002 Madrid  |  Spain
T.   +34 91 594 37 76

info@enforex.com

11   Spanish Language Campuses in Spain
Alicante  |  Barcelona  |  Cadiz  |  Granada  |  Madrid  |  Malaga 

 Marbella  |  Salamanca  |  Seville  |  Tenerife  |  Valencia

21                              Spanish in Latin America
Argentina  |  Chile  |  Colombia  |  Costa Rica  |  Dominican R. 

Ecuador  |  Guatemala  |  Mexico  |  Peru  |  Uruguay

8                      International Summer Camps
Barcelona  |  Madrid  |  Malaga  |  Marbella

Salamanca  |  Valencia  

1                                                           Online Campus

Asociación de escuelas de 
español en Castilla y León

“By being the reference for Spanish culture, we transform people’s lives.”
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